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A bstract

This research evaluates the effect on combustion cylinder pressure due to ignition 

from a 30kHz plasma ignition device, coupled with an arc discharge, in an internal 

combustion engine. The work includes outfitting an internal combustion engine with 

an optical encoder for refined timing control, and sensors for monitoring internal 

cylinder pressure and other engine parameters. Capturing and analyzing the collected 

data was performed by using multiple National Instruments data acquisition boards 

and mathematical evaluation software such as MATLAB. For each set of experimental 

parameters, over 1000 pressure curves were collected and a statistical analysis was 

conducted on the datasets.

The experiments were motivated by a hypothesis of the ignition system developer 

that the use of plasma at the ignition site results in the formation of radicals, which 

are expected to change the ignition delay time and flame propagation characteristics.

The experimental results show that the plasma ignition device creates two plasma 

states, one postulated to be in a streamer discharge state and the other in a glow 

discharge state. It was postulated by the industrial partner that an improvement 

of 4% to 9% in engine performance is possible through use of the spatial plasma 

discharge ignition device, however the experiment designed here provided a  peak error



of 14.4% which is beyond the expected difference seen. However recommendations for 

improvement upon these errors (systematic and random) are discussed. The results 

from the engine experiments show that the number of voltage pulses and the amount 

of current induced during each pulse has no effect on the pressure traces to within the 

experimental uncertainty of the apparatus. However, the comparison of the plasma 

discharge ignition system to an inductive discharge (ID) unit shows that for engine 

loads of 60%, the peak cylinder pressure increases with breakdown current, and 

thus the conventional inductive discharge system creates higher cylinder pressures 

compared to the spatial plasma discharge ignition (SPDI) device under investigation. 

However, the mass fraction burn analyses conducted on these results show tha t the 

difference in combustion rates and ignition delay times are within the experimental 

uncertainty and are therefore not statistically significant.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The extensive use of internal combustion engines in transportation and other appli

cations has increased the demand for fuel efficiency and lower emission pollutant. 

Over the past few decades many techniques such as optimizing air/fuel turbulence, 

mixture homogeneity, cylinder and piston design, fuel constituent modifications, as 

well as ignition system research have been the focus in efforts to increase fuel effi

ciency. However, one of the most recent areas of interest in combustion optimization 

is determining the role that low temperature plasmas or current pulse-width mod

ulated (PWM) systems can contribute to the combustion process. New innovations 

and techniques of flame monitoring have brought the previously unknown chemical 

kinetics of combustion into perspective. Recently, the effects of current pulse-width 

modulated plasmas on combustion to alter the chemical reaction pathways in the 

combustion process have been investigated for use in internal combustion engines.

1



2

1.1 Outline

This thesis will begin with background information and relevant literature pertain

ing to plasma kinetics, combustion, and plasma-assisted combustion. Then, it will 

continue through a description of the specific experimental apparatus used in this 

study, the post-processing techniques and finally a discussion of the results.

1.1.1 Background Inform ation and Literature R ev iew

The second and third chapter of this thesis will discuss background information of 

plasma chemistry and internal combustion engine basics. A brief discussion of rele

vant literature for plasma ignition devices in spark ignition engines will be presented. 

The trends and conclusions in most papers argue that the combustion process is accel

erated when plasma ignition devices are used in place of traditional ignition devices. 

Specifically, higher burn rates in mass fraction bum  analyses and lower ignition de

lay times are observed. In addition to the experimental results, current research in 

modelling plasma ignition devices in combustion is also underway, and the thesis will 

also review these papers and their results.

1.1.2 Im aging the Spark Propagation

Chapter four will present our results pertaining to the imaging of the spark propa

gation and plasma formation from the ignition device. An overview of the luminous 

and non-luminous states of the plasma will also be presented. The experimental 

investigation made use of two apparatuses; one at ambient pressure and tempera

ture, the other at a pressurized state and ambient temperature. The results gathered
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from optically imaging the spark propagation as well as monitoring the voltage and 

current curves will be compared to other research in this subject from the literature.

1.1.3 E xperim ental M ethods

The primary topic of this thesis is a set of experiments to measure pressure rise rates 

inside the combustion chamber, described in Chapter 5. The experiment employed 

a single cylinder engine outfitted with a pressure sensor to measure the pressure rise 

rates inside the combustion chamber and an angular encoder for crank angle mea

surements. To minimize deviations in the cyclic repeatability for ignition timing, the 

ignition triggering system developed for this engine used the Lab VIEW 1 software 

and National Instruments hardware configuration boards. The ignition systems used 

in the experiments include a BOSCH inductive discharge (ID) unit and a Spatial 

Plasma Discharge Ignition (SPDI) device that provides an initial discharge arc fol

lowed by the formation of a plasma. Other techniques for monitoring the engine 

performance (for example exhaust gas emissions, torque output, horsepower output 

and fuel efficiency), are left for future work to keep this current investigation rela

tively simple and focussed. Of course, an understanding of SPDI’s effects on all these 

parameters are eventually of interest.

Chapter 6 presents our developments of the post-processing techniques used to 

analyze the data that were collected from the engine experiment. Three programs 

were constructed. The first used the Lab VIEW software to control the engine, the 

second used MATLAB to analyze the signals, and the third optimized the first two

1 Lab VIEW is a graphical programming utility typically used for data acquisition and system 
control. The data flow interface allows for complex pieces of code to be programmed easily and 
efficiently.
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programs by making a real-time data acquisition and analysis program in Lab VIEW.

1.1.4 R esu lts and D iscussions

Chapter 7 presents the results and discussions of the experiment by explaining the 

variations in the plasma power setting and the corresponding effects on the pressure 

curves and mass fraction burn rates. The ignition delay parameters of the SPDI 

ignition device versus that of the inductive discharge are analyzed and conclusions 

are made.



Chapter 2

Background Inform ation and R elevant 

Literature

2.1 P lasm a Ionization and M olecular Interactions

The term plasma, although commonly used today in plasma televisions, was con

ceived in 1928 by Irving Langmuir [1]. It is now known as the fourth state of m atter 

along with the first three; solid, liquid and gas. In general, a plasma is a collection of 

ionized particles. The molecular interactions, molecular energy states and the types 

of plasma discharges will be discussed further in the following sections. The present 

research uses plasma-assisted ignition to affect the combustion process, therefore 

topics related to this will be discussed as well.

2.1.1 G eneral A tom  or M olecule E xcitation

Introducing one of the most commonly known atomic models today, Neils Bohr 

wrote about the spherical approximation of an atom with its electrons circling about

5



its nucleus. He performed vacuum tube experiments tha t sought to identify the 

wavelength of the light emitted by exciting elements through electric discharges [2]. 

His model, Figure 2.1, shows the nucleus at the centre and some figurative shells 

surrounding it. Each shell, can be decomposed into individual orbitals, for example, 

the n = l shell corresponds to the ‘Is’ orbital, while the n=2 shell corresponds to the 

‘2s’ and ‘2p’ orbitals, the n=3 shell corresponds to the ‘3s’, ‘3p’, and ‘3d’ orbitals, 

and so on. In this notation the n = l, 2, 3, etc. represent the shell level and the s, p, 

d, represents the orbitals. Physicists today have a  more sophisticated understanding 

of these orbitals, but the Bohr idea remains useful as a conceptual tool. It shows us 

how the electrons can only occupy certain well-defined energy states.

n = 3

n = 2

Figure 2.1: Bohr model of an atom with its nucleus at the centre and an electron 
dropping from its outer most orbital to the second orbital followed by the 
emission of a photon.

Is  - O rb ita l and  2s - O rb ita l

These represent the first two orbital levels, consisting of two concentric spherical 

volumes around the nucleus in which the first pair of electrons will be found most 

commonly (inside the ‘Is’ volume) and the second pair of electrons will be found most 

commonly (inside the !2s’ volume). Once these shells have reached max capacity (2
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electrons each) the excess electrons begin to fill the ‘2p’ orbitals.

2p - O rb itals

The 2p orbitals axe a group of volumes in which up to 6 electrons can be dispersed 

within specific sharing criterion. The orbital sections include pX) py, and pz, which are 

different orientations of the same shape (Figure 2.2) and have a maximum capacity 

of 2 electrons each.

distance from 
nucleus 

(y-direction)

distance from nucleus 
[x-direction)

F igure  2.2: A two dimensional representation of the volume limit in which the 
electrons can be found for a single 2p type orbital.

Beyond the ‘2p’ orbitals, there exists many more shells and subsequently more 

orbital shapes determined by the number and letter of its notation (i.e. 3s, 3p, 3d, 

4s, 4p 4d, etc..).

In atoms and molecules there exist three types of excitation modes; vibrational, 

translational and electronic, each of which renders the molecule into a metastable
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state1. Through electron excitation, the electron-electron interaction forces and mag

netic coupling forces within a single orbital can cause two atoms to have different 

levels of excitation without ionization. This is termed electronic excitation.2,3 The 

common notation for a general molecule at its lowest energy (ground state) is iden

tified by M. For positively ionized molecules it is M+, and for negatively ionized 

molecules, M” , for the case of electronically excited molecules it is M*. This excited 

molecule notation (M*) can represent any degree of excitation that the molecule can 

attain. As was previously mentioned, electron configurations can control the degree 

of this excitation energy and can therefore be sub-categorized using more specific 

symbols.

The basis of electronic excitation is the configuration of the atom’s or molecule’s 

electrons. The simplest case is when an electron receives enough energy (from an 

outside source) that it moves from one shell level to a higher shell level (i.e. between 

n = l, 2, 3, etc.). Similarly, a molecule can relax, resulting in the electron moving 

from the outer shell back down to the ground state shell of the molecule, as depicted 

in Figure 2.1. In this reverse process an emission of a photon occurs with energy 

equal to the difference in potential caused from the electron transition. This photon’s 

energy is equal to hu, or Planck’s constant (h =  6.626e_34[ J • s] [4]) multiplied by the 

frequency (u;) of the photon. The photon frequency can be measured, and therefore

it allows us to determine the excitation levels of the atoms since each atom has
*A metastable state is defined by Oxford Dictionaries as a state that is “theoretically unstable 

but so long-lived as to be stable for practical purposes”. [3] For the case of this thesis it refers to a 
particle that will remain at an excited state until a change in its energy occurs.

2Vibrational excitation is a type of energy in which the particle moves side to side with a 
frequency and amplitude corresponding to the amount of vibrational excitation.

3Translational excitation is a type of energy in which the particle moves with a momentum in a 
single direction until affected by another outside source.



prescribed differences in potential energy between its shell levels.

For a photon emission to occur, it is not required that an electron travel from one 

shell level to another, a reconfiguration of the electron location and spin direction 

can also lead to this result.

As a physical example, excited molecular oxygen (O2 ) can take the form of three 

states: triplet oxygen, also known as the ground state (3£ “ ), the lowest energy 

singlet state (1A5) and its second excited singlet state (1E^). According to the 

molecular orbital (MO) diagram (for readers familiar with MO diagrams please refer 

to Figure 2.3, 2.4, 2.5) these molecules only differ in electron spin and orbital occu

pation, however they represent the ground state and excited states of a single oxygen 

molecule. Fundamentally the two singlet excited states are identified as; 02(uxA9) 

and 0 2 (f)1 E+), however in this thesis, and in literature, they are combined and rep

resented in a general form, such as Oj, or for the case of general equations, A*, with 

A representing an arbitrary molecule.
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F igure  2.3: Molecular Orbital (MO) diagram for the triplet oxygen molecular state.
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F igure  2.4: Molecular Orbital (MO) diagram for the lowest energy singlet state of 
molecular oxygen.
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Figure 2.5: Molecular Orbital (MO) diagram for the second energy singlet state of 
molecular oxygen.

Unlike the case shown in Figure 2.1 where the electron travels from the 3rd level 

shell to the 2nd level shell, the excited states of O2 consist of reorientation between 

the electrons within the 2nd level shell due to electron-electron interactions and 

magnetic coupling. Two examples of such process as listed by Jockusch et a!.[5] 

include:

[XA9{y =  0)] -»• =  0)] +  hu[1270nm] (1)

and

[XE =  0)] —> [3Es (u — 0)] +  hu[765nm\, (2)
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where each results in an emission of photons whose wavelength are 1270nm and 

765nm respectively.

In some cases discussed in this thesis, only some excited species are capable of 

exhibiting the necessary traits to conduct the reactions shown. However, with the 

caveat that the A* symbol represents multiple excitation levels, the following sections 

will discuss the interactions among ground state molecules (A), excited molecules 

(A*) and ionized molecules (A+ and A").

In addition, the terms electron temperature (Te), and atom tem perature (To) 

will be used. For the heavy particles in a system, their temperature is calculated by

T° = 2- ^ ’ <3> 

where k is the Boltzmann constant =  1.38065 x 10-23J • K-1 [4] and < Eo > is 

time-averaged kinetic energy of the particles. This is the usual “tem perature” that 

we encounter in non-plasma physics and everyday life. In a plasma, the free elec

trons in the system (assuming a Maxwellian distribution) have a temperature tha t 

is calculated by

T  = 2 < Ee > (4)
3k ’ U

where < Ee > is the time-averaged kinetic energy of the electrons. Because electrons 

are so much lighter than the heavy particles in a gas, the energy transfer between 

electrons and heavy particles is very poor. As such T0 and Te can be very different 

in a plasma [6].
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Note: Sections 2.1.2 to 2.1.4 follow closely the presentation given by A.Fridman [1].

2.1.2 M olecular Interaction M eth ods

Molecular collisions can be categorized into three main collision types: elastic col

lisions, inelastic collisions and superelastic collisions. Each of these has a different 

effect on the atoms as they scatter after colliding. For example, elastic collisions 

do not convert kinetic energy into other forms. The net kinetic energy of all atoms 

involved in an elastic collision remain the same, while inelastic collisions can convert 

kinetic energy into internal energies, therefore reducing the net kinetic energy of all 

bodies involved in the collision. Meanwhile superelastic collisions refer to the reverse 

process of inelastic collisions, where the internal energy is transferred into kinetic en

ergy (this process is common for plasma electrons in plasma interactions [1]). These 

energy collision processes define molecular interaction for neutral species, ionized 

species, and electrons.

During inelastic collisions, ionization can occur. The ionization process consists 

of a neutral particle becoming electrically charged through the removal or addition 

of an electron, as a neutral molecule consists of having an equivalent number of 

electrons and protons such that there is no electric charge. One may ask: how does 

a molecule lose an electron if its lowest energy state is tha t in which it is chemically 

neutral? There are five main ionization processes that can occur;

•  Direct ionization by electron impact: This occurs when an electron has enough 

energy to ionize an atom in one collision. It is claimed by many researchers 

([7], [8] and [9]) that due to the presence of high electric fields in plasmas, this
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mechanism is important in the creation of low temperature plasma ions and 

also in the emission of excited species. The process can be depicted as follows;

e +  AB -4  AB+ +  e + e. (5)

If the electron energy is much higher than the ionization energy of the diatomic 

molecule, the result could be a dissociation along with an electron emission [1], 

or

• Stepwise ionization by electron impact: This occurs when an electron bombards 

an already excited molecule. This process is similar to that of direct ionization 

although it requires an electron to collide with a neutral species in an inelastic 

manner, thereby giving the atom internal energy. Then another electron of 

low energy collides with the already excited atom, ionizing it and removing an 

electron: [1]

e 4- AB —> A +  B+ +  e +  e. (6)

e +  AB -4 AB* +  e (7)

e +  AB* -4  AB+ +  e +  e. (8)

• Ionization by collision of heavy particles: Although this process does occur, it 

is not frequent. The transfer of kinetic energy from a large molecule or atom 

to the electrons of another molecule does not occur as frequently as the energy
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transfer between two electrons. [1]

•  Photo-ionization: This process occurs when a photon {ho) interacts with a 

neutral species to remove one of its electrons which leads to a  positive ion and 

an electron scattering, as

hco +  A —v A+ +  e (9)

where the photon is a t a given wavelength. For the photo-ionization process 

to occur, it is common that the wavelength be less than 1000A. [1]

•  Surface ionization: This occurs when an electron is removed from a surface due 

to ion-surface, photon-surface or molecule-surface interactions. The discussion 

on surface ionization will continue in section 2.1.4.

The processes of collisions and ionizations can yield positive or negative ions 

depending on the interacting molecules and their surroundings. The topic of positive 

ion interactions is discussed in the next section.

2.1.3 Positive Ion C hem ical R eactions and R ecom bination

Most ionization reactions that yield positive ions typically do not have any activation 

energy. This means that the chemical interactions of the positively ionized molecules 

do not depend on their internal energies, they are at liberty to chemically react with 

each other without an activation energy barrier [1], This, in conjunction with the 

exothermic reaction of electron recombination, is a  very important concept in plasma 

chemistry.
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The first type of recombination is dissociative ion-electron recombination seen by 

the following equation;

e +  AB+ -► AB* -)■ A +  B* (10)

It is notable that the process does not occur as a single stage, the electron-ion inter

action leads firstly to a metastable electronically excited molecule (AB*),  followed 

by the dissociation resulting in the formation of a neutral (A) and an electronically 

excited molecule or atom (B*). This process is very fast, since it has no activation 

energy it is not dependent on electron temperature (Te) or atom temperature (T0) [1]. 

If the pressure is high enough, a process called an ion conversion reaction happens 

prior to the dissociative ion-electron recombination. This process can be seen by the 

following reaction of Xenon [1];

Xe+ +  Xe -1- Xe —> Xe^ +  Xe. (11)

Since this process readily happens at high pressures, the ion-electron recombination 

process can furthermore be performed on these newly activated diatomic molecules4. 

This process is important because the creation of polyatomics5 of nitrogen and oxy

gen at high pressures have very fast reaction rates and therefore recombine with a 

significant number of electrons in the system [1]. This can be particularly important 

when associating the plasma with such processes as combustion, where the amount of 

reactive oxygen and nitrogen is important for the reaction rates of the entire process. 

The second ion-electron recombination process is the three-body and radiative

4Diatomic molecules are molecules consisting of only two atoms.
5 Polyatomic molecules are molecules consisting of more than two atoms.
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electron-ion recombination process. In the state of quasi-equilibrium plasmas, the 

atoms recombine with electrons to form electronically activated atoms as seen by [1]

e +  e +  A+ A* +  e. (12)

The third body in this reaction process includes the electron tha t gains the re

maining kinetic energy from the event, and is therefore potentially a good can

didate for direct electron impact ionization of another molecule or atom. Radia

tive ion-electron recombination is a  relatively slow process compared to dissociative 

ion-electron recombination processes, due to the emission of a photon during the 

electron-ion interaction time [1]. This process can be seen by

e +  A+ —> A* —> A +  hta, (13)

which includes the metastable, electronically-excited state of the atom (A*).

2.1.4 E lectron E m issions in P lasm a States and E lectric  

Fields

During plasma conditions, there are almost always electron currents inducing electric 

fields. In examples such as in a combustion chamber or across two electrodes, the 

electric fields have the propensity to create electron emissions from metal surfaces. 

The processes discussed in this section focus on thermionic emissions, field emissions 

and secondary electron emissions. It should be noted tha t the following processes 

induce electron velocities that can be used to ionize species within the local area
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through electron-atom interactions [1].

In thermal plasmas where the temperatures of the atoms is greater than the 

temperature of the electrons (T0 > Te), the atoms within the metal surface eject 

electrons into the surroundings, this process is called a thermionic emission. In cases 

where the emission is located near the cathode, the field created from the cathode 

to anode has enough force to expel the electrons away from the surface. This can 

further allow electrons to be emitted from the metal. A quantity known as the work 

function determines the amount of energy required for an electron to be extracted 

from a metal surface, for example it requires 4.54eV [1] to extract an electron from 

a tungsten surface. Under conditions of high electric fields, such work functions can 

be minimized, allowing a large amount of electrons to be ejected. This is known as 

the Schottky Effect.

The field emission of electrons, where electric fields are near 0.33 x 106V /cm  [1], 

are able to extract electrons through the Schottky effect and also through a phe

nomenon called tunnelling. This phenomenon is responsible for allowing electrons, 

of a given kinetic energy, to pass through a potential energy barrier of a greater value 

at the surface of the metal. The high electric fields allow for reduction in the work 

function and ease of quantum tunnelling as well as thermoionic emissions, the result 

is a higher propensity for electron emission versus simply thermoionic processes [1].

The final mode of electron emission is called secondary electron emissions, sim

ilarly to the function of a scanning electron microscope where the metal surface 

undergoes bombardment from electrons, in secondary electron emissions, the surface 

undergoes particle bombardment resulting in the release of surface electrons. There
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axe different types of particles that can induce secondary electron emission, exam

ples of such particles are ions, metastable atoms, and electrons. As well, photon 

bombardment will result in secondary electron emission.

2.2 Relevant Literature in P lasm a Discharge Ig

nition System s

Research into plasma effects on combustion has become more common since the 

inception of high power lasers and high frequency pulse width modulation systems. 

Some examples of research groups investigating plasma ignition devices include; Lou 

et al. [10], Cathey et al. [11] or A.Y. Starikovskii [12],

Research groups such as Singleton et al. [7], have proven that the use of non- 

thermal transient plasma can decrease ignition delays in combustion through use 

of a combustion reactor experiment. They and others, [13-17] have made use of 

nanosecond pulsed power ignition systems to alter the chemistry of the reactants 

before combustion and create new chemistry branches that would otherwise not exist. 

For example, Wu et al. [18] made use of a methane-air flow experiment and postulate 

that the molecular hydroxides become electronically excited prior to combustion, 

which lead to lengthened oxidation chains by combustible mixtures at temperatures 

as low as 400-800K. This is lower than the ignition threshold of the mixtures in 

current kinetic models.

A.Y.Starikovskii [12] postulates tha t the molecular 7V2 becomes electronically ex

cited and alters the chemistry prior to kernel formation and flame propagation, where 

the effects of electron-excited particles play a dominant role. They’ve concluded that
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the flame propagation velocity achieved by nanosecond pulsed discharge excitation is 

twice that of the non-excited flame. Stable flames where 4> =  0.55 for plasma-assisted 

combustion conditions achieve the same flame velocities as those with <fr =  1.1, with

out plasma excitation.

An example of combustion analysis and resulting constituents is the work pre

sented by Lou et al. [10], who used Fourier Transform (FT) absorption spectra to 

determine the concentration of H20 , CH4, C 0 2 and CO  downstream of a  40kHz 

nanosecond pulsed plasma discharge, in a hydrocarbon-air mixture flow reactor. 

They showed that for the “plasma on” condition, the FT absorption spectra identi

fied higher concentrations of H20 , C 0 2 and CO compared to that of the “plasma 

off” condition.

The research groups identified here make use of voltage pulses in the 10ns region 

by Wu et al. [18] or up to 40ns by Starikovskii [12]. Comparing this to the device used 

in this research (ps range) it is evident that the full-width half-maximum (FWHM) 

of these ignition devices are significantly faster. It is notable that Shiraishi et al. [19] 

postulated that the higher electric fields resulting from shorter pulse durations of 

equivalent energy will provide better ignitability of the mixture. Therefore, with the 

larger pulse width used in our research, due to the devices limits, it is possible that 

the effects seen in the literature will not be as evident in our results.

Recently, using numerical models, research groups are investigating the effects 

of flame propagation speeds and ignition delay times due to ignition from plasma 

devices. Such groups include Bourig et al. [20], who investigated the effects of elec

tronically excited species on flame propagation of H20 2 flames, and Do [21] who made
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use of the CANTERA combustion simulation software by simulating the enhance

ment in concentration of hydroxide molecules in a  reactor, to research the effects of 

plasma-assistance on combustion in supersonic flows.

The conclusions drawn from the research of these groups suggest tha t the ignition 

delay of combustion, with plasma assistance, is less than th a t when no plasma is used. 

The maximum cylinder pressure is also higher for plasma ignition devices compared 

to that of regular inductive or capacitive discharge units. This thesis will compare 

these results from the literature to those of our research group.

2.3 The P lasm a Settings and Param eters

The plasma ignition device used in this research offers parameter variations controlled 

by the user interface in Figure A.2. These parameters control the duration and 

energy of the spark. A sample spark profile with some of its components labelled is 

seen in Figure 2.6. The Spark Power and Ignition Power from Table 2.1 cannot be 

depicted directly in this figure, however they are represented by the two amplitudes 

of the oscillating current (Ignition Power - controls pulse widths during the Ignition 

Duration, Spark Power - controls the pulse widths during the Plasma Duration).
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Figure 2.6: A plot of a theoretical SPDI spark current with the user interface 
parameters identified.

A brief description of each parameter and its resulting physical influence on the 

ignition device can be seen in Table 2.1.

Through the configuration software (Figure A.2) made available by the manufac

turer, it is possible to set these parameters. However, since real-time adjustment of 

parameters is not available, the parameters listed in Table 2.1 were independently 

changed between engine runs. A systematic approach of changing the parameters in 

random order was used to nullify any memory effects that could be misinterpreted 

in the results.
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Table 2.1: Table of Spark Parameters, symbols and physical configuration of SPDI 
system hardware.

Sym bol
U I

N am e

T ypical

U I

Value

P hysica l

Effect
R ationale

BC
Breakdown

Current
50, 100

Determines the coil 

charge duration be

fore ignition

The result of providing 

the coil with excess 

energy before ignition 

theoretically results 

in more energy input 

during the arc stage of 

the spark.

SL
Spark

Duration
0, 20, 40

Primary control 

of spark duration 

which overrides igni

tion duration should 

it be larger.

User interface input 

is in units of degrees, 

which is then converted 

by the system, using 

the engine RPM, to 

produce a duration.
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IL
Ignition

Duration
0, 20, 40

Controls the dura

tion from the igni

tion signal to the 

start of the plasma 

portion of the spark.

User interface input 

is in units of degree, 

which is then converted 

by the system, using 

the engine RPM, to 

produce a duration.

IP
Ignition

Power

22, 33, 

44

Controls the duty cy

cle of the circuit 

transistor. For open 

time the current is 

allowed to flow and 

closed time the cur

rent is limited by a 

resistor.

Each setting is con

verted into a duration 

value in microseconds 

however the gate times 

have been withheld by 

the industrial partner. 

For now:

22W =  short duration 

33W =  medium dura

tion

44W = long duration
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Each setting ii con- 

verted into a duration 

value in microseconds 

however the gate times 

have been withheld by 

the industrial partner. 

For now:

22W = short duration 

33W =  medium dura

tion

44W = long duration

SP
Spark

Power

22, 33,

44

Controls the duty 

cycle of the circuit 

transistor during the 

plasma portion of 

the spark. For open 

time the current 

is allowed to flow 

and closed time the 

current is limited by 

a resistor.

2.3.1 Issues R esulting From E xpected  Curves and A ctual 

Curves

As described in the previous section, the parameters can be set using the ignition 

system interface (Figure A.2). The resulting voltage and current curves for these 

settings is, however, very dependent on the combustion process and therefore the 

resistance between the spark plug electrodes. An example of this can be seen by 

observing the voltage and current curves at constant pressure versus those in the 

running engine (Figure 2.7). The voltage inside the turbulent combustion chamber 

is clearly not the same as the result for constant pressure. This is attributed to 

the changing resistance with changing pressure and the species existing between
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the electrodes. In addition to this, the development of the plasma is also altered, 

and switches between the luminous and non-luminous states as will be described in 

Chapter 4.

-x 10

Voltage |V}

Voltage and Current Traces During Engine Ignition (Top) 
and Constant Pressure Conditions (Bottomed

Timely Sec]

0.15

Current

1.4951.475 1.485 
Time {n Sec]

current
Voltage M  o

2.145

Figure  2.7: Plots of voltage and current inside a  combustion chamber of a running 
engine (TOP) and in the constant pressure conditions (BOTTOM).

In conclusion, the SPDI unit can be set using the user interface, however the 

resulting voltage and current are dependent on the local conditions and were therefore 

monitored across all trials for as many cycles as the data acquisition system would 

allow.



Chapter 3

C om bustion and Internal C om bustion  

Engines

In addition to the background on plasma processes presented in the last chapter, 

an understanding of the engine geometry and terms are likewise important for this 

work. This section will outline the background information and geometric calcula

tions necessary for understanding the internal combustion engine used in this study.

3.1 Engine G eom etry

Through the use of an angular encoder affixed to the crank shaft of the engine, an 

approximation1 of the piston position, velocity and acceleration can be calculated.

A list of some cylinder geometry specifications are seen in Table 3.1, as well some 

identified dimensions of the engine on Figure 3.1.

1This is only an approximation due to the inherent twisting of the crankshaft between the 
encoder wheel and the mounting point of the piston. In an ideal case, there would be a suitable 
mounting point for the angular encoder located on the transverse plane of the piston. However the 
engine used in this study did not allow for this.

27
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Table 3.1: List of engine geometry parameters and their values.

P a ram e te r V alue

Bore (b) 68mm

Stroke(s) 54mm

Displacement (Vbisp) 196cm3

Compression Ratio ( C r ) 8.5:1

Connecting Rod Length (L) 8.25cm

Figure 3.1: Geometric components of the cylinder; Bore (6), half-stroke (s/2), 
crank angle (9), piston position reference direction (y ).
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3.1.1 P iston  Position

To convert the crank angle of the engine to piston position referenced from the top 

dead centre (TDC) position, the geometry of the connecting rod length (L), stroke 

length(s) and crank angle (9) are used as follows;

cosO

Figure  3.2: Geometry association for connecting rod, stroke length and crank angle. 

Therefore the piston position can be derived as:

| cos{9) +  \J l 2 -  ( | )  sm 2(«)j . (14)

3.1.2 Cylinder Volume

Using the piston position, and the data from Table 3.1, the cylinder volume for a 

given piston position can be approximated as

V=Vc, +« ( J ) \ l + (I) ~ v) <15>

where Vcl is the volume of the chamber when the position is at TDC, derived from



the compression ratio of the engine as follows. The displaced volume is

30

I'bisp =  TbDC — ^CL- (16)

The compression ratio, C r , is

(17)

Rearranging Equation 17 and substituting into Equation 16 leads to:

(18)

Using Equation 18 and Equation 15, the instantaneous cylinder volume can be 

calculated.

3.1.3 P iston  Speed and A cceleration

Since the position of the piston is known, and the sampling of the data  acquisition is 

time based, the derivatives of the position correspond to the velocity and acceleration:

Therefore, both parameters can be computed for a single 4-cycle stroke. The 

results are seen in Figure 3.3.
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Plot of position, velocity and acceleration of a four cycle engine
0.06 — Position [cm]

— Velocity [cm/sec]
— Acceleration [mmfcec0.04

N 0.02

Compression 
Stroke I

Exaust
Stroke

Intake
Stroke

Expansion
Stroke-0.02

-0.04

300-100 100 200 400-200-300
Crank angle [deg]

Figure 3.3: A plot of the engine resultant geometry parameters: piston position, 
piston speed and piston acceleration.

A transducer in the cylinder head provides a pressure curve for the engine, with 

the sectors identified as seen in Figure 3.4.
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Cylinder Pressure for a  4-stroke single cycle
200

— Cylinder Pressure

Intake Stroke Expansion
Stroke

Compression
Stroke

Exhaust
Stroke

150

m 100

CL

200 30 0 40 0100-300 -200 -100
Crank angle [deg]

F igure  3.4: Plot of the pressure curve measured during the experiments with the 
appropriate strokes labelled (i.e. intake, compression, expansion, exhaust).

This type of plot (pressure vs. crank angle) serves as the primary collected data  

for our study.

3.2 Engine Work

There are three different components of the work completed by an engine cycle, 

positive work, negative work and net work. The general calculation for each follows 

as

w ^ 2 = r  p d ( v )  (2 1 )
JVi

where P is pressure and V is volume. It is more useful to identify work as a function
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of crank angle in an engine, thus;

rV(e2)
W ^ 2 = /  Pd(V(0)) (22)

Jv(ex)

These integrals are also represented in the P-V diagram (Figure 3.5). The area 

of the plot that is encircled by clockwise green arrows indicates the positive work 

of the engine and the area circled by the counter-clockwise blue arrows represents 

the negative work performed by the engine for pumping gases. The net work is the 

difference between the 2 values.

P-V diagram with labelled Positive and Negative Work
90

 Mean Pressure
^  Positive Work 
^  Negative Work

80

70
EXPANSION

n s t r o k e

Positive Work

COMPRESSION
STROKE30

o 20

10 EXHAUST STROKE
Negative Work

INTAKE STROKE

-10,
2 50100  150

Cylinder Volume [cm3]
200

Figure 3.5: A sample P-V diagram identifying the areas for positive and negative 
work.



3.3 M ass Fraction Burn A pproxim ation
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Three methods of calculating mass fraction burn rates were conducted in this re

search however for reasons outlined in this section, only one method was chosen for 

explaining the results in this thesis. The three mass fraction burn rate calculation 

use variations of the Rassweiler and Withrow [22] process. The first method assumes 

that a polytropic process2 is present and the first negative slope of the pressure curve 

represents the location corresponding to the end of combustion. The second method 

assumes a polytropic process is present and a combination of the first five nega

tive slopes3 in the pressure curves corresponds to the end of combustion. The third 

method subtracts the motored pressure4 curve from the measured pressure curve and 

deduces the pressure due to combustion alone.

3.3.1 M ethod 1

The approximation of mass fraction burn inside a fixed volume combustion chamber 

presented by Rassweiler and Withrow [22] is used by many research groups (eg. [23], 

[25], [26] and [27]). This method uses the relationship tha t the pressure rise from 

ignition to the end of combustion (EOC) is proportional to the fraction burnt, as

2 A polytropic process is a thermodynamic process which obeys the relationship presented in 
Equation 24.

3Five negative slopes was chosen based on making the first method slightly more robust and 
resistant to signal noise. Ball et al. [23] used three negative slopes while B.Brown [24] made use of 
ten negative slopes for further robustness.

4The motored pressure represents the change in pressure resulting solely from the compression 
of the fluid in the cylinder volume during the stroke of the piston.
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seen in Equation 23.

*  -  r t  (23)
where P, is the pressure at crank angle $i and P e o c  is the pressure at the end 

of combustion (EOC). Since the pressure measured at each point in the cycle is a 

combination of two different components, (pressure rise due to volume change and 

pressure rise due to combustion pressure), an approximation for the pressure rise due 

to volume change can be made based on the polytropic exponent before and after 

combustion. During these periods the pressure and volume relationship,

PiV™ =  Constant, (24)

where Pi is the pressure at a given volume, V{, and n is the poly tropic exponent. 

To calculate the pressure rise due to the change in volume only, Equation 24 is 

rearranged as

Pe,V = P<?—A0,meas ' (25)

If this calculated pressure is subtracted from the measured pressure, the result is 

the pressure rise due to combustion:

P(?,comb =  -f(9,meas P()y■ (26)

Combining Equation 25 and Equation 26, the result is the calculation of com

bustion pressure at the point of interest. Since the experiments by Rassweiler and
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Withrow were performed in a constant volume chamber, a normalization technique 

is used to reference the current combustion chamber volume to the volume at TDC:

-Pfl.comb =  (-Pfl.m eas ~ Poy) ( T/ & 1 • (27)
\  */T D C /

Finally combining Equation 23 and Equation 27, a  calculation for the mass fraction 

burned can be conducted as,

i = 0

T c o m b£  a
-  S S  ■ (28>

E d
* j ,  com b

j ~ @  S p a r k

Therefore, the mass fraction burned at each angular location, representing each 

equally spaced value of i, in the cycle between the ignition and the estimated end of 

combustion is an element of k, Xg2, Xq3, ..., X 0EOC. To make use of this proce

dure, a reasonable approximation of the polytropic exponent is necessary, as well as 

an accurate estimate for the end of combustion location.

E stim ation  o f th e  P olytrop ic E xponent

The derivation of the polytropic exponent as performed by Rassweiler and Withrow 

is rendered from the portion of the pressure rise prior to ignition for the compression 

stroke and from the portion of the pressure curve after the end of combustion, for 

the expansion stroke. Linear interpolation is then used for the period dining which 

combustion has occurred. Other researchers have proposed methods to make this 

approximation more accurate (Shayler et al. [28], Cheung and Hey wood [29]), as
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well as determined procedures and weighted effects that cause deviations in the 

MFB analyses solely due to the choice in polytropic indices Brunt and Pond [30]. 

However, Ball et al. [23] have outlined most of the MFB processes that are used in 

research today and therefore a basic model of constant polytropic index is chosen for 

this research, for both the compression and expansion portions of the pressure data, 

(n=l-4)- As further advancement, and such will be included in any further release 

of the software developed here, the basic model will have n—1.4 for 6 < T D C  and 

n=1.0 for 6 > TDC. These approximations presented by Shayler et al. [28] represent 

the isentropic compression process before TDC (n= l-4 ) and an isothermal expansion 

process after TDC until EOC (n=1.0). Future work for this project would include 

using the test apparatus to generate more pressure data that can in turn be used to 

compute a more accurate polytropic index for this engine taking into account piston 

blow-by and thermal properties of the cylinder.

End of C om bustion Location

In Method 1 the derivatives between each point of the pressure curve are computed. 

Then the first location of a negative slope is considered the end of combustion. 

However, this method is very susceptible to signal noise, and thus the employment 

of Method 2, as will be discussed, is chosen for this analysis.

3.3.2 M ethod 2

Method 2, differs from Method 1 by changing the estimation of EOC location. The 

methods and equations prescribed in Section 3.3.1 are identical to those used in 

Method 2, except that when estimating the EOC location a sequence of five negative
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slopes (instead of one) are used to discern the end of combustion location. This 

method, while computationally more demanding, is a more robust version of Method 

1 against signal noise.

3.3.3 M ethod 3

Method 3, differently from that of Method 1 and 2, uses the motored pressure traces 

measured using the experimental apparatus discussed in Section 5.2. Instead of ap

proximating the polytropic indices of the gases inside the combustion chamber, the 

compression and expansion pressures resulting from the moving piston are measured. 

The measurements are then subtracted from the ignited pressure trace and the result 

is the pressure rise due to combustion only. The mass fraction burn analysis is con

ducted using Equation 27 and Equation 28, where the P$tVOi is measured as opposed 

to calculated.

3.3.4 Conclusions

While the three methods presented here are all used by researchers today, when 

conducting the analyses it was determined that Method 2 was the most suitable for 

our research team’s application. The choice to use Method 2 was due to difficulties 

in using Method 3 on a single cylinder engine, and due to the greater robustness of 

Method 2 against signal noise as compared to Method 1.

In Method 1, the signal noise was determined to be the largest contributor to false 

identification of EOC locations. This was however easily rectified by using Method 

2’s process of choosing EOC, and therefore making Method 1 of little to no use.
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The cost benefit of extra computational power versus errors in EOC location was 

determined by the research group to be worthwhile and thus Method 2 was chosen 

over Method 1.

In Method 3 there exists perturbations in the resulting pressure rise due to com

bustion. This can be seen in Figure 3.6, where the cylinder pressure begins to rise 

away from its motored pressure curve prior to ignition. If it were only a single event, 

this could be a result of engine ping5, although its reoccurrence has brought the 

conclusion that our measurements of motored pressure curves simply do not have 

adequately refined TPS and RPM increments. When the motored pressure curves 

were collected, it was performed in a step-wise manner where the RPM was varied 

at multiple throttle positions. The result of this however was that not all TPS posi

tions were collected, due to the increments being too large. This can be rectified for 

future projects by using the test apparatus developed here and decreasing the TPS 

increments.

5 Engine ping is a term describing the event where the air fuel mixture self-ignites prior to the 
spark ignition event.
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S a m p le  Combustion P r e s s u r e s  V e rsu s  C ra n k  A ngle

C y lin d e r  P re ssu re100
C A  = * 2 0 d e g  

i.e . ignition —  M o to red

6 0

*50 0 5 0 100 1 50
C ra n k  A ng le  [Deg]

Figure 3.6: An example cylinder pressure versus its appropriate motored pressure. 
The deviation of the cylinder pressure from the motored pressure exists prior 
to ignition of the mixture.



Chapter 4

E xperim ental M eth od s and R esu lts for 

Im aging the Ignition  System s

4.1 Purpose of Experim ent

Understanding the characteristics of the plasma which is created by the ignition 

device in this investigation is important for understanding whether it carries the 

potential to affect the combustion process. For this reason, an optical investigation 

is used at ambient pressure and at pressurized conditions. The purpose of these 

experiments was to gather images and voltage-current traces of the SPDI system at 

multiple settings, as well as images of the inductive discharge, and make conclusions 

based on their comparison.

41



4.2 Apparatuses o f Experim ents
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4.2.1 A m bient Pressure E xperim ent

The first experiment was conducted at ambient conditions. The apparatus included 

the following equipment;

• NanoSense Mkll CCD High Speed camera from Dantec Dynamics

• Nikkon AF Micro-Nikkor 60mm (f/2.8 D) Lens

• MSO-9201 Oscilloscope with a logic analyzer from Link Instruments

• National Instruments NI-9178cDAQ board equipped with a NI-9401 DAQ card 

for triggering

• Spatial plasma discharge ignition system

• Two copper electrodes with beveled corners and a flat tip, with tip diameter 

of 2mm

The two electrodes were mounted horizontally on the work bench and the CCD 

camera was oriented perpendicular to the discharge gap. The ignition system, CCD 

camera and oscilloscope were all triggered using the National Instruments DAQ sys

tem. Due to the highly manipulable gating times and frame rate of the CCD camera, 

all three triggered components used the same trigger pulse. The spark gap of 10 mm 

was arbitrarily chosen for image quality and kept constant for all trials.
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4.2.2 Pressurized E xperim ent

The second apparatus require the manufacturing of a pressure vessel, as shown 

schematically in Figure 4.1 with the important items labelled.
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Figure  4.1: The imaging setup for pressurized conditions.

The CCD camera was oriented perpendicular to the discharge gap that is located
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inside the pressure vessel. The electrodes used in the experiment are those of a 

NGK BCPR6EGP spark plug, which is also used in the combustion experiments. 

The discharge gap remained constant throughout all trials and was thus 0.889mm 

or 0.035”, the diameter of the top electrode is 0.89 mm and the bottom electrode is 

1 mm thick rectangular.

4.3 Am bient Pressure

Through this experiment it was deduced that the plasma assisted ignition device did 

provide a plasma conduit where ionized particles travelled through an arc discharge 

as well as a cloud. This is more easily described by Figure 4.3, where there exists no 

arc conduit compared to that of Figure 4.2. This is because in Figure 4.2, the frame 

exposure began before the breakdown current and extended over the length of the 

entire spark, while in Figure 4.3 the exposure started after the breakdown current 

and extended to the end of the spark event.

F igure 4.2: This image corresponds to a single frame of the acquisition where 
breakdown is included showing the conduit of ionization as the magnetic field 
collapses the ionized particles into a single arc.

When using one exposure to image the inductive discharge unit, the result is 

seen in Figure 4.4, comparing this image to those of the SPDI unit, the difference is



Figure 4.3: This image corresponds to a  single frame of the acquisition where the 
breakdown current was not included, this represents the oscillating voltage of 
the ignition device creating the plasma.

F igure 4.4: This image corresponds to a single frame of the acquisition for the In
ductive Discharge, it is apparent that the arc has been formed and the magnetic 
field has collapsed the ionized particles into the concentrated conduit.

obvious.

In conclusion, the SPDI spark has been shown to create the postulated plasma 

state after the formation of the arc discharge. This plasma state was then sustained 

for the duration of the spark event. The inductive discharge accomplished the arc 

formation, which collapsed upon removal of the voltage source, as expected.
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4.4 Discharge at Pressures G reater Than A tm o

spheric

The experiment using the pressurized vessel highlighted a few interesting points 

regarding the plasma discharge. Firstly, depending on the breakdown current the 

luminosity of the arc conduit between the electrodes varied, and secondly, it was 

discovered that there are two states for the plasma discharge, one luminous and one 

non-luminous. These will be discussed further in the following sections.

4.4.1 Breakdown Current Versus Pressure

When experimenting with the breakdown current setting, it was seen that a difference 

in the region of luminosity, or spectral intensity, occurs as a function of breakdown 

current and pressure. This can be more clearly seen in Figure 4.5 where the intensity 

decreases with breakdown current and increases with pressure.



F igure  4.5: From left to right, BC =  50, 75 and 100. The rows (top to bottom) 
correspond to variable pressure (0 PSI, 50 PSI, 100 PSI and 150 PSI).

The results found here were further investigated when BR1 was held constant at

100 and the pressure was increased from 0 PSI to 150 PSI in 10 PSI increments. The

results are shown in Figure 4.6, where the luminosity increases with pressure.

1Please recall Table 3.1, where the notation of BC, which is the “breakdown current” setting on 
the SPDI device, is defined.
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OPSI 10PSI 20PSI 30PSI 40PSI 50PSI 60PSI 70PSI

l l l l l

80PSI 90PSI 100PSI 11 OPSI 120PSI 130PSI 140PSI 150PSI

D D D D B
Figure  4.6: Images of the first 260 //Sec of discharge, the frames represent increasing 

pressure with constant SPDI spark breakdown current settings. The spark 
profile has the following settings: BC =  100, SL =  40, IL = 40, SP =  44, IP =  
44.

4.4.2 C onstant P lasm a S ettin gs W ith  Increm ental increases 

in Pressure

Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 show that when increasing the pressure inside the vessel at 

10 PSI increments, it can be clearly seen that the images follow the trends previously 

discussed in Section 4.4.1, where the luminosity increases with pressure for the first 

frame of each discharge. However, another noticeable change in the plasma discharge 

is the lack of luminosity for pressures exceeding 100PSI.
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Figure 4.7: Photographs tahen from 0 PSI to 90 PSI at 10 PSI increments, camera
gate time of 260 /iSec at a frame rate of 3800Hz, spark profile is; BC =  100,
SL =  40, IL =  40, SP =  44, IP =  44. All time labels are in microseconds.
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100PSI 

11 OPSI

120PSI 

130PSI

140PSI 

150PSI

Figure  4.8: Photographs taken from 100 PSI to 150 PSI at 10 PSI increments, 
camera gate time of 260 jj,Sec at a frame rate of 3800Hz, spark profile is; BC =  
100, SL =  40, IL =  40, SP =  44, IP =  44. All time labels are in microseconds.

Figure 4.9 and 4.10 correspond to the voltage and current traces for each collec

tion of images in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. It can be seen that the voltage and current 

traces show little response to the changes in pressure from 0 to 90 PSI. However this 

changes above 90 PSI, the first few pulses at 100PSI show small peaks in current. 

This is true for 110PSI as well, however there is a substantial increase in the amount 

of current flowing through the discharge later into the spark event. This is again

t=0 t=263 t=526 t=789 t=1052 t=131S t=1578 t=1842 t-2105 t=2457
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seen in all cases above 110PSI (Figure 4.11) where the current peaks are much larger 

compared to the current peaks at pressures below 100PSI. Comparing this to their 

corresponding images in Figures 4.7 and 4.8, the discharges appear as being non- 

luminous at pressures above 110PSI. From these observations, it can be concluded 

that the plasma exhibits two different discharge types dependent upon pressure.
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Figure  4.9: Discharges measured from 0 PSI to 50 PSI at 10 PSI increments, spark 
profile is; BC = 100, SL =  40, IL =  40, SP =  44, IP =  44. (See the top image 
in Figure 4.13 for an enhanced view of the red dashed section outlined in the 
40PSI Figure here.)
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Figure  4.10: Discharges measured from 40 PSI to 70 PSI at 10 PSI increments,
spark profile is; BC =  100, SL =  40, IL =  40, SP =  44, IP =  44.
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Figure  4.11: Discharges measured from 80 PSI to 110 PSI at 10 PSI increments,
spark profile is; BC =  100, SL =  40, IL =  40, SP - 44, IP =  44.
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Figure  4.12: Discharges measured from 120 PSI to 150 PSI at 10 PSI increments, 
spark profile is; BC =  100, SL =  40, IL =  40, SP =  44, IP =  44. (See the 
bottom image in Figure 4.13 for an enhanced view of the red dashed section 
outlined in the 140PSI Figure here.)
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Taking a closer look at a few oscillations (Figure 4.13) for both types of discharge, 

the luminous (top) and non-luminous (bottom), we can see that the voltage and 

current frequency is phase shifted by 90 degrees. The non-luminous nature of the 

discharge is similar to that found in the literature from [31], where the plasma is 

postulated to enter the streamer discharge state, compared to the luminescent stage 

which is referred to as a glow discharge.
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F igure  4.13: Enhanced image of voltage and current for both modes of the discharge 
seen in Figure 4.9 and 4.11. Spark profile for both (top and bottom) is; BC =  
100, SL =  40, IL =  40, SP =  44, IP =  44.
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4.5 Conclusions

In conclusion, the results presented here show that the plasma ignition device pro

vides two plasma states as a function of pressure: at lower pressures it is a  luminous 

discharge and at pressures above 110PSI it is a non-luminous discharge. This is also 

true for changes in current pulse width settings, where lower current settings provide 

the non-luminous plasma state at lower pressures compared to the higher current set

tings. This confirms that there exists a plasma cloud between the electrodes beyond 

the arc discharge of the SPDI unit, although two different types of plasma were seen. 

When compared to the conventional ID unit the SPDI discharges showed significant 

differences.

However, for cases inside a combustion chamber, the behaviour of the voltage and 

current curves are highly dependent on the local pressure and therefore resistance 

across the electrode gap. This is further depicted by the continuous transition be

tween the two plasma states during a single spark event, Figure 2.7 of Section 2.3.1. 

The reasoning for this behaviour is postulated to be due to the flame kernel begin

ning its expansion after the arc discharge and thus transitioning the unburnt air/fuel 

mixture to an exhaust mixture. This results in a  highly variable resistance across 

the electrode gap, thus affecting the plasma state exhibited. Further research into 

its validation is, however, reserved for another project.



Chapter 5

Internal C om bustion E ngine  

E xperim ental M ethods

5.1 Experim ent Apparatus

The experiment conducted to evaluate the effects of a plasma assisted ignition system 

on the combustion process inside an internal combustion engine uses a single cylinder 

6.5 horsepower engine connected in series to an electric generator. The apparatus, 

as seen in Figure 5.1, is equipped with the following instruments:

• pressure transducer;

• angular encoder;

• intake and exhaust thermocouples;

• barometer;

•  ambient humidity and temperature;
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• SPDI system and conventional ID system.

Load Bank (0-1.2kW)

Mounting and stability 
Platform

D ata Acquisition Board Mount 
cDAQ-9178

NI9213
N19401
NI9201
NI9263
N19201

Encoder

Engine 
Control Signals

Engine 
M easurement Signals

Figure 5.1: The generator setup and its respective components labelled.

The apparatus was wired according to Figure B.l, in Appendix B, and measure

ments were taken by a cDAQ-9178 equipped with two NI9201 modules, a NI9401 

module, a NI9213 module and a NI9263 module.

The optical angular encoder makes use of a Transistor-Transistor Logic (TTL) 

signal that can be measured by high-speed rising edge activation counters equipped
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inside the National Instruments 9401 module and the 9178 module. These signals 

are then used for ignition timing as well as angular position measurements seen in 

section 5.1.1. The pressure transducer and thermocouples use analog signals which 

are measured by the analog input channels on the NI9201 modules and the NI9213 

module. Details of the functionality and signal processing of each instrument can be 

found in the following sections.

5.1.1 Engine T im ing

Engine timing is a critical component for this experiment’s reliability. Through 

iterations of the system, a stable and controlled setup was established. The first 

iteration of timing control used a hall effect sensor, which had a fixed mounting 

angle at 20DBTDC.1 The system ran the engine, although for proper analysis of 

combustion, such as lean burn conditions, variable timing was necessary. This was 

attempted by developing a software based ignition timing device using the Arduino 

Uno hardware board.

It was speculated that a software based system would be able to control the 

ignition timing using the signal pulse frequency of an encoder wheel. Two different 

approaches were developed from this:

Approach 1 used a time-based system that counted the number of pulses in a 

given time period, derived the delay time for the appropriate ignition angle, and 

then outputted the signal to the ignition system. Due to the cyclic variability of the 

single cylinder engine this timing approach was not of adequate accuracy and was 

discontinued.
120DBTDC was chosen based on an approximation of the stock ignition system angular position.
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Approach 2 used an angular based method employing Arduino hardware and 

software interrupts to count the number of pulses and used this count to deliver 

the spark event at a designated angle. It was determined that the software was too 

slow and resulted in faulty timing of ignition triggers. However, the development 

process involved here established that an angular-based system was necessary for 

proper ignition timing.

Final Approach. Finally, we developed a satisfactory timing approach that used 

hardware for trigger activation but also software to control the timing of the trigger 

pulse and the pulse width. This system used an optical angular incremental encoder 

calibrated to produce 1000 pulses per revolution transistor-transistor logic (TTL) 

routed to the high speed counters inside the National Instruments data  acquisition 

(NI DAQ) boards. The high speed counters on the NI DAQ boards were configured 

to output a 5V pulse at a  specific counter increment (which could be set through 

software manipulations). This solved the cyclic variability issue and allowed for faster 

response compared to software systems. The downfall of this system, however, was 

its susceptibility to noise, as will be discussed later in this section.

The angular encoder uses a three channel system (A, B and Z) where the B 

signal is phase shifted 90 degrees from A and the Z phase is used as the index 

which represents the completion of a single revolution. Figure 5.2 shows the system 

increment locations identified by 1 ’s and 2 ’s. This type of signal conversion is called 

X2 encoding. It is triggered on the rising and falling edges of a single channel. The 

X4 encoding uses the rising and falling edges of both signals. (Figure 5.3)

The use of X2 and X4 encoding allowed for angular increments of 0.18° and 0.09° 

respectively, compared to 0.36° should only the rising edge of one channel be used
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Channel B

|1 b il l2 !1 b

Figure  5.2: The two encoder signals contributing to incremental changes of the 
data acquisition counters using X2 encoding methods.

Channel A

Channel B

1 12 !3 |4 !1 2  !3 |4 !1 2  13

Figure  5.3: The two encoder signals contributing to incremental changes of the 
data acquisition counters using X4 encoding.

on a 1000 pulse per revolution encoder.

For the engine timing, the internal counters of the DAQ board use only one 

encoder channel, which was triggered by the rising or falling edge of the signal pulse. 

This provided the best resolution of 0.36°. As discussed earlier, the susceptibility of 

the counter to noise is illustrated in Figure 5.4. The signal acquired by the DAQ 

reacted to the rising edges at each point 1, as well as the threshold breach by noise 

in the line, this caused the counter to rise one count and trigger the ignition system 

one counter position early.

Through post-processing techniques, the cycles in which the timing signal is 

falsely advanced can be omitted from the analysis since the angular position of the 

crank shaft is still known and faulty triggers can easily be identified. A better option
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F igure  5.4: The effect of EMF noise overlapped on an encoder signal.

is to reduce the susceptibility of the high speed counters to noise. This can be done 

by increasing the amount of current flowing through the signal wires. One way to 

do this is to use a pull-down resistor between each signal wire and a grounding point 

(preferably near the DAQ boards). Such a schematic can be seen in Figure 5.5.2

I i
' Data A cquisition!

I_____Encoder

cm: co;GC'

F igure  5.5: Schematic of an encoder wired with pull-down resistors.

A final point on this is to determine why the angular values recorded are not 

commonly increased by noise, this is because as the point 1 in Figure 5.3 is achieved 

the only sensible next position is either point 2 (which would represent an increment 

in angle) or point 4 (representing a reverse increment). Therefore, for noise to be

2It is important to note that the current encoder can only source 8mA of current. A more 
robust version would likely serve better in future research projects, allowing more current to flow 
and minimizing the effects of EMF noise.
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an issue it must have the proper timing to simulate the next sensible combination of 

true and false values between both encoder channels, or the change in voltage will 

be overlooked. If necessary, these cycles can be removed from the analysis through 

post-processing techniques.

5.1.2 Air and Fuel M anagem ent

The air and fuel delivery system consists of a mechanical carburetor, controlled by 

butterfly valves. While fuel injection systems provide more accurate measurements 

of fuel input, through pulse width modulation, this research required only an ex

periment which could reproduce consistent results amongst many trials. Therefore 

the simplicity and consistency of fuel delivery through the carburetor was chosen to 

be the most effective method. It was assumed that for a specific RPM and throttle 

position, the fuel delivery was constant. To ensure the quality of this assumption 

and the continuity of fuel delivery from trial to trial, the experiments were conducted 

on separate days and repeatability of the results was confirmed.

5.1.3 Load

The generator uses a load bank of light bulbs to provide a variable load to the 

engine. The operator monitors the voltage and current being released from the 

generator using a watt meter. Due to the cyclic variability of a single cylinder engine 

and the non-constant load of electric generation, the apparatus used here should be 

replaced with a constant-load fluid brake dynamometer when further investigations 

is performed.
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5.1.4 Pressure M easurem ents

The combustion chamber pressure measurements are gathered from an Optrand 

AutoPSI-S fibre optic pressure sensor installed in the head of the cylinder at the 

location outlined by the red circle in Figure 5.6. Details on the make and model of 

the unit are available in Appendix A.I. The choice to use an interferometric fibre op

tic pressure sensor, versus a piezoelectric crystal pressure sensor, was made based on 

availability and affordability. There exist research groups that have investigated the 

use of this pressure sensor in combustion environments ([32] and [33]) and the use of 

a spark plug mount, although this has proven to lead to some data deviations, when 

compared to a wall mounted piezoelectric pressure transducer, due to fluctuations of 

the mount during pressurization [32]. This is why it was chosen to mount the sensor 

directly into the wall of the cylinder head. Due to the thickness of the cylinder wall, 

the sensor head had to be mounted offset from the inner surface a distance of 6.35mm 

or 1 /4” . The sensor is pointed towards the centre of the combustion chamber such 

that the pressure variations inside the chamber are reflected more accurately by the 

sensors output compared to a transverse orientation (Figure 5.6). Specifications on 

the sensor and its signal conditioning unit are available in Appendix A.I.

5.1.5 Ignition Coils

The ignition coils seen in Appendix B.4 were used in conjunction with, alternately, 

the SPDI ignition system and the BOSCH ignition system. The coils, as provided 

by the manufacturer, have a linking connection between the primary and secondary
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Pressure
Sensor

Location

Figure 5.6: The installation location of the pressure sensor inside the cylinder head 
of the engine.

windings. This had to be removed such that the current flowing through the sec

ondary coil could be measured directly (Figure 5.7).

From the measured voltage, Ohm’s law is applied and the approximate current 

is deduced. The current measured here does not precisely reflect the current across 

the spark gap since other processes of ionization and electron emission axe present, 

as discussed in Chapter 2.
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Figure 5.7: Adaptation of the ignition coils to monitor current through the spark

5.1.6 O scilloscope D ata  A cquisition

Measurement of ignition current and voltage was performed using a Link Instruments 

Inc. MSO-9201 oscilloscope connected as shown in the schematic in Figure 5.8 and 

Appendix B. The voltage measurement was performed by using a voltage step-down 

conversion unit with a conversion factor of 1150:1. This allowed the difference in 

voltage across the spark gap to be approximated. The current was deduced from the 

voltage measured across a resistor inline between the secondary coil of the ignition 

coil and a grounding point, as discussed in Subsection 5.1.5.

The MSO-9201 oscilloscope also includes an optional Logic Analyzer unit which 

was used to measure the pulse width of the ignition device. This signal was used as 

the trigger source for synchronizing the oscilloscope data with the NI DAQ system 

acquisitions. This allowed the analysis on a cycle by cycle period of the spark gap 

voltage, current and its resulting combustion pressure. Since the memory on-board

to secondary winding current. winding current.

plug.
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Figure 5.8: Schematic of coil arrangements for both SPDI and Bosch Units.

the oscilloscope was 512K, this allowed the capture of approximately 20 ignition 

cycles at a sampling rate of 500KSa/sec, or 4 ignition cycles at a sampling rate of 

2GSa/sec.

5.2 M otored Pressure A cquisition and Top D ead  

Centre M easurem ents

This section will explain the process and methods involved in acquiring the motored 

pressure curve of the engine and the methods for approximating the location of top 

dead centre (TDC).
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5.2.1 M otored Pressure Setup

For engines equipped with multiple cylinders, motored pressure curves can easily be 

acquired by monitoring the cylinder pressure upon shutting off the ignition device 

in one cylinder, assuming there is enough torque from the remaining cylinders to 

maintain desired engine speed. For our experiment, the use of a single cylinder engine 

forced the use of an external rotational motor to turn the crankshaft. The electric 

motor choice was a PMG132 permanently excited direct-current motor operating 

at 48V and power sourced from four 12V deep-cycle lead acid batteries capable of 

900 cranking amps. The disadvantage of the current setup is that it only allows 

the electric motor to travel in the reverse direction by reversing the polarity of the 

leads. This limits the rotational speed of the motor to 2870 revolutions per minute 

as specified by the manufacturer. The motor setup is seen in Figure 5.9, where the 

PMG132 is directly coupled to the gasoline engine through two Lovejoy Inc. BWLC 

(Bellows Clamp Style Coupling) couplers which can handle 1.0° misalignment each. 

This allowed for the vibrational movement of the engine.

The NI9263 data acquisition board was used to control the Alltrax AXE7234 

high-voltage controller such that the RPM of the engine could be set. During the 

acquisition trials, the throttle position and the RPM were varied. As seen in Fig

ure 5.10, the obvious effect that throttle position has on motored pressure curves is 

substantial. A collection of curves were acquired and added to a database for further 

combustion pressure analysis, although, as previously discussed in Section 3.3 when 

sweeping across the TPS positions, the increments were too large and therefore lead 

to errors in the subtraction of the motored pressure from the cylinder pressure.
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Figure  5.9: Setup for rotating the engine through the use of a PMG132 electric 
motor.

5.2.2 Top Dead Centre M easurem ent M ethods

The definite position of TDC is critical for proper combustion analysis, but it is also 

difficult to measure. There have been numerous researchers looking into methods 

of determining TDC, such as Yamanaka et al. who have investigated the use of mi

crowaves to measure TDC positions [34], or Tazerout et al. who have investigated
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Motored Pressure for multiple throttle positions
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Figure 5.10: Motored pressure curves corresponding to throttle positions of 100%, 
50% and 0%, all at 2870 RPM.

a thermodynamic approach [35]. The method of determining TDC in this appara

tus made use of a linear potentiometer, outfitted with an axial spring, which was 

affixed to the cylinder head by clamps. The potentiometer was then placed through 

the spark plug opening perpendicular to the piston surface and the crank was ro

tated. To minimize deflections, a backstop was used behind the potentiometer. The 

produced voltage across the potentiometer was then read by the NI9201 data  ac

quisition cards (sample curves are illustrated in Figure 5.11). The maximum travel 

of the potentiometer corresponded to the point a t which the piston reached TDC. 

In the enhanced portion of Figure 5.11, there are three arrows, the outer extremity 

arrows being the limits of when the slope of the curve reaches zero and leaves zero. 

This midpoint is then calculated and taken to be the TDC of the stroke. This is 

subsequently reproduced for every cycle and an average value for TDC is calculated.
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Figure  5.11: TDC sensor voltage curves corresponding to three strokes of the en
gine. In the enhanced section, three arrows are drawn, the outers corresponding 
to the locations at which the switch in piston direction first occurs and therefore 
the midpoint would correspond to the location of TDC.

The dynamic TDC is not necessarily equivalent to that of the static measurements 

due to crankshaft twist and non linear compression of the gaseous mixture inside 

the combustion chamber. It was assumed in this research project that they were 

equivalent. A real-time approximation of TDC would be required to provide further 

insight into the variability of TDC location for each cycle. This system could use 

a reference signal such as a hall effect sensor affixed to the engine to provide a 

stationary reference while the engine is in use to provide insight into crank shaft 

twist.
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5.3 Other A cquisition Techniques and P rocedures

Noise reduction and shielding are crucial for proper signal acquisition and analysis. 

This section will outline some of the techniques used for isolating ground loops, 

reducing EMF noise and reducing digital/analog switching noise.

5.3.1 A cquisition o f Signals and N oise R eduction

As discussed earlier in section 5.1, the data acquisition system used to monitor and 

control the engine is a National Instruments cDAQ-9178 equipped with two NI9201 

modules for analog inputs, a NI9401 module for digital line input and output, a 

NI9213 for thermocouple voltage measurement and a NI9263 module for analog out

put signals. The routing of each terminal of every module is illustrated in Ap

pendix B.l where the wiring schematic of the sensors, engine and DAQ ports have 

been identified.

Two factors became important during the development of wiring: ground loop 

isolation and power supply choice. Ground loop isolation is a systematic approach 

to reducing noise. It was determined that the simplest method of identifying loops 

was to have all grounding points mount to a single location on the engine.

As for the choice of power supplies, it was determined to be as im portant as 

removing ground loops. The signals were analyzed using the Fourier Transform 

analysis and it was determined that the frequencies of the noise were multiples of 

the switching frequency of the power supply. This led to the requirement for a  non

switching power supply. The final result is the wiring schematics seen in Appendix B. 

This modification provided the adequate 12V, 10V, and 5V power supplies for all
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sensors and ignition units.

5.3.2 Signal Shielding

In high-voltage and high-current applications, signal wire shielding is extremely im

portant and should not be overlooked. This is because the electrical and magnetic 

fields produced by the high-voltage wires can cause undesirable voltage spikes in the 

signal wires of other instruments. To prevent this noise from entering the low-voltage 

wires, the digital switching signals from the encoder were conducted through a five 

wire aluminum and Beldfoil shield twisted wire where the shields were single-end 

grounded. The analog voltage signals from the pressure transducer, the throttle 

position sensor and the air-to-fuel ratio meter used a Belden single-pair cable also 

consisting of aluminum and Beldfoil shields, with single-end grounding. This pro

vided sufficient isolation from noise to acquire quality signals.

5.4 System atic Error and Instrum ent H ysteresis

With all experimental apparatuses, there exists inevitable systematic error from the 

instrumentation. This section will discuss some of the systematic errors and random 

errors that were discerned from our instruments.

Since the Optrand AutoPSI-S interferometric fibre optic pressure transducer was 

the largest contributor to the data analyzed, it is the first topic of discussion. Ac

cording to the manufacturer the non-linearity and hysteresis error is combined to 

show ±1 — 3% of Pull Scale Operation (FSO) error during operation with combus

tion. This however is below the postulated effect that the ignition system is proposed
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to invoke on the resulting engine performance (4% - 9%), by the manufacturer.

The second instrument under investigation for causing systematic error is the 

optical angular encoder. According to the manufacturer, the maximum error that 

can occur per revolution is 5.5 degrees of rotational error, although typically only 3.0 

degrees of rotational error is seen. These deviations from the true value should not 

be overlooked when discussing resulting crank angle locations for specific combustion 

characteristics (e.g. MFB 50% location, EOC location, etc.).

the pressure plots seen in the results of this thesis inevitably include these errors as 

well as the statistical errors developed from cyclic variability due to the engine setup. 

It is therefore concluded that the 1-3% error resulting from the pressure transducer is 

not outside the 4% to 9% expected difference upon changing the ignition system. As 

well, the 3-5.5 degrees of rotational error from the encoder is well below the standard 

deviations of the MFB calculations.



Chapter 6

P ost-P rocessing  Techniques

Post-processing of the signals required the creation of a new program designed specif

ically for the parameters measured in this experiment. Two programming software 

tools were used; Lab VIEW and MATLAB, each providing their own benefits. This 

chapter will discuss the following programs;

• a Lab VIEW program to control the engine and acquire raw data;

• a MATLAB program to analyze the signals and create a database of pressure 

and mass fraction burn curves;

• a LabVIEW program that combines the engine control program and the signal 

analysis to create a real-time acquisition and analysis tool.

76
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6.1 Engine Control Program  and Initial A cquisi

tion

The engine control program configures the National Instruments hardware for engine 

timing, and also monitors the engine parameters. Many iterations of this program 

have been created due to a sequence of arising issues, such as counter configuration, 

acquisition synchronization and display iterations. In the interest of future students 

continuing the work, this portion of the thesis will outline some of the difficulties 

overcome as well as an outline of the software.

6.1.1 Engine T im ing Configuration

The software configures the hardware so that three internal high speed counters 

monitor the encoder signals, one of which determines the angular position and returns 

these values to the software (ctrO). The second (ctrl) counts the number of encoder 

pulses and outputs a digital true signal to the third counter (ctr3) which then outputs 

only a single pulse for whichever duration is specified by the user. This method of 

using three separate counters allows for pulse width modulation (PWM) as well as 

pulse width timing (PWT). This is necessary since the inductive discharge unit uses 

the pulse width to determine the amount of energy stored in the ignition coil prior 

to discharge.
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6.1.2 Sam pling R ates and Synchronization

The software configures the hardware to use the same sample clock across all chan

nels, including the analog voltage channels, at 100kHz sampling rate. However, 

assigning the same sample clock is not adequate, all channels must also be triggered 

simultaneously to ensure synchronization1. The start trigger for sampling is the in

dex channel of the encoder, this is a “non-retriggerable” event, which means it will 

only trigger the start of acquisition once, thereby synchronizing all channels. For the 

engine timing, the encoder index is used as a retriggerable event, allowing the reset 

of the c trl and ctr3 counters.

6.1.3 A cquisition

The program is set up to enter two simultaneous while2 loops, one for controlling the 

engine timing and the other for acquiring data. The engine timing parameters, such 

as number of ticks counted per cycle, are updated every 10 milliseconds allowing us 

to set the advancement or retarding of the engine. The second while loop consists 

of a five-partition state machine that determines the user interface and is defined by 

the following.

• User: This state provides a graphical user interface (GUI) which analyzes the

incoming signals and provides the user with averaged parameters such as engine

exhaust temperature (EGT), intake temperature (IT), throttle position (TPS),

1The synchronization detailed here does not however take into account signal delay incurred by 
its travel along the length of the wires, it pertains to the hardware configuration inside the data 
acquisition cards only.

2 A while loop is a software design command used to iterate a set of subcommands until a 
condition is met and the loop is exited
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engine speed (RPM), etc.

•  Acquire: This state sets the number of samples based on a  predetermined 

amount from the user and acquires the data (typically one million sam

ples/channel) from all channels, it then saves all the raw data in text files. 

The data is further analyzed by the MATLAB program described later.

• Graphical Display: This state is for debugging. All the signals are left as raw 

data and displayed on the front panel for the user to observe.

• Analyze: This state is the real-time analysis of the engine data, further discus

sion into methods used is available in Section 6.3.

•  Stop: This state shuts down the engine and data acquisition in a sequential 

order such that the data acquisition boards do not continue to output signals 

such as the ignition trigger signal. If not implemented this could result in the 

destruction of the ignition unit and coil.

6.2 M ATLAB P ost-P rocessing Techniques

Once the signals axe acquired by the Lab VIEW control program, post-processing is 

performed in MATLAB using the program techniques discussed here. A flow chart 

of the program procedures can be found in Appendix C.l.

6.2.1 F iltering and Signal A nalysis

Through techniques discussed in Section 5.3, the signal noise was reduced. However, 

to further reduce the noise a Butterworth low-pass filter design was implemented
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as per Equation 29. The filter coefficients a and b are designed by the MATLAB 

b u t te r . m function with filter order n. The filter coefficients are then implemented 

by the MATLAB f i l t f i l t . m  function which is a zero-phase digital filter, as:

rj( .. _  b\ -f b2X~l +  b^x*1 +  ... + bn+\X n . g\
X 1 + a^x- 1 + a3x _1 + ... + an+ix~ n '

The result of using this filter design is seen in Figure 6.1, where a single 4-stroke 

acquisition is plotted as the raw data and the filtered data. The residuals of the 

filtered data is available in Appendix C.4.

Unfiltered and Filtered Pressure Curves

Unfiltered Pressure Data 
Filtered Pressure Data60

2 30

-10

-20

100 200 300 400-200 -100-300
Crank Angle [Deg)

Figure 6.1: A plot of the filtered pressure overlapped over the non-filtered pressure 
curve.

The final analysis component of the MATLAB program uses the Mass Fraction 

Burn (MFB) analysis outlined in Section 3.3. This estimates the amount of fuel brunt 

from the pressure rise in the cylinder. The results of these curves are then fitted
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according to a Wiebe function with variable parameters and the results axe saved. 

Since the evaluation of maximum MPB rate is calculated from the Wiebe function, 

the effects of noise on the signal and resulting noise on the slope calculations are 

reduced.

6.2.2 Program  Process

The MATLAB program is structured according to the chart in Appendix C.l. The 

process includes the following:

1. import the raw data files from the Lab VIEW program;

2. convert the data appropriately into the correct units;

3. proceed through a series of saving and importing of individual pressure curves;

4. write the mean, mode, and median pressure curves to a  text file;

5. conduct the MFB analyses and write the results to a text file;

6. write a resulting XML file that specifies the parameters of each acquisition.

At this point, the statistical data curves are saved and the MFB curves are saved. 

The Database GUI is then used to quickly access the curves and their associated data 

from the XML files. The stored data in the XML files include parameters such as: 

ignition system type, SPDI discharge parameters, maximum slopes of each curve, 

maximum pressure, as well as the mean, mode, median and standard deviation of: 

load, throttle position sensor (TPS), exhaust gas temperature (EGT) and intake 

temperature (IT). This program allows for more efficient analysis of the data by
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having it organized and readily available. A front panel view of the Database GUI 

is available in Appendix C.2 along with an outline of its functionality.

6.3 R eal-Tim e Lab V IE W  Engine Control, A cqui

sition and Perform ance A nalysis

The use of the MATLAB program is excellent for post-processing data, although 

a more efficient method is to analyze data immediately following the acquisition. 

Therefore, with the knowledge gained from hardware configuration in Lab VIEW, 

another program was written which enabled the use of real-time data  acquisition 

and analysis. The concepts and techniques used in the MATLAB program (i.e. 

filter design, slope approximation, etc.) were translated into LabVIEW code then 

implemented in the engine control program. The real-time analysis program allows 

for the following parameters to be calculated and displayed immediately following 

an acquisition:

• mean, median and mode pressure curves;

• mean TPS, ET, IT and Load;

• combustion pressure rise;

• mass fraction burn curve;

• pressure versus volume curve;

• histogram of maximum pressure rise slopes;
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• histogram of maximum mass fraction bum slopes;

• histogram of maximum pressures;

•  identification of crank angle at 50% MFB.

6.4 Statistical A nalysis o f Curves

With engine data analysis, statistical approaches are recommended in order to ac

count for inherent variability in engine cycles. This section will outline the steps 

taken from data collection to the data seen in the results and discussion portion of 

this thesis.

Plotting the pressure versus crank angle shows significant cyclic deviations (Fig

ure 6.2).

Cylinder Pressure versus Crank Angle lor a  Single Trial
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Figure  6.2: Cylinder pressure versus crank angle for a single dataset trial which 
consists of five different sessions under the same engine conditions. The to
tal number of curves is 1071, where each session had approximately 250-260 
individual cycles.
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The mean, median and mode of the data  are tools that can provide a quick analysis of 

the dataset (Figure 6.3)3. When the mean of the curve is evaluated from a dataset the 

standard deviation must also be evaluated, for this example a plot of the mean and 

its standard deviation is illustrated in Figure 6.4. Where the solid line represents 

the mean of the pressure traces at each crank angle, while the upper dashed line 

(— • —) represents the standard deviation added to the mean at its respective crank

angle, the lower dashed line (-------- ) represents the mean with the subtraction of the

standard deviation at its respective crank angle. W ith this in mind, the figure also 

illustrates that the maximum standard deviation corresponds to 15.6% of the mean.

Mean, Median and Mode of a Single Acquisition
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Figure  6.3: Mean, median and mode of cylinder pressure versus crank angle for a 
single dataset.

3The equivalent curve in the format of cylinder pressure versus volume is available in Ap
pendix C.5, Figure C.5.
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Sample Pressure Trace Mean and the  Standard Deviation Associated With 
Each Angular Location
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Figure 6.4: Mean cylinder pressure and standard deviation, versus crank angle for 
a single dataset.

In an effort to minimize the standard deviation of the data, 4 to 5 acquisitions 

consisting of approximately 250-260 ignition cycles were taken.4 This increased the 

number of samples per dataset. The standard deviation (a) is calculated as:

where n is the number of samples, Xi is a point in the dataset (i=l,2,3,...,n) and x  is 

the mean of the data. This equation highlights the fact that we can lower the sample 

standard deviation by increasing the sample size, n. However, this will only work well 

if the data we are sampling is in fact Gaussian in nature, which was no the case for all 

engine loads. Taking a closer look at the data revealed this non-gaussian distribution,

4All acquisitions were made on a time-base system consisting of 1,000,000 samples/channel at a 
rate of 100kHz.

(30)
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and hence was the reason for a large standard deviation. The result for a specific 

point in the pressure crank-angle curve (180DBTDC, end of intake stroke) can be 

seen in (Figure 6.5). The normal plot shows that the linearity of the data  near the 

maximum probability is in agreement with the ideal normal distribution curve. This 

is also true for locations in the exhaust stroke (Figure C.4 of Appendix C.5). This 

is expected since the cyclic deviations during the intake, compression and exhaust 

strokes should not vary significantly.
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Figure  6.5: Histograms and normal probability plot for a single trials cylinder 
pressures corresponding to 180 DBTDC crank angle location.

However conducting the same exercise for the locations beyond TDC and before 

the exhaust stroke (Figure 6.6) leads to a skewed distribution. This is further ob

served by the non-linearity of the normal plot between 86 PSI and 89 PSI and at 

positions beyond 99PSI (Figure 6.6) where the blue markers separate from the scaled
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ideal normal distribution curve (i.e. red-dashed line). As discussed earlier, one of the 

reasons for the large standard deviation when taking the mean of the pressure traces 

can be explained by the lack of normality of the data points at each crank angle 

during the expansion stroke. In short, the assumption of a Gaussian distribution is 

not valid for points after top dead centre at some engine loads.
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Figure  6.6: Histograms and normal probability plot for a single trials cylinder 
pressures corresponding to 0 degrees crank angle location (TDC).

Based on these observations, the MFB analyses were also examined in light of 

a skewed distribution. Plots for the crank angles corresponding to MFB=0.5 for 

the three engine loads 345W, 755W, and 1180W, are seen in Figure 6.7. It is clear 

that there exists a transition in the distributions dependent on engine load and that
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the cyclic variability was highest at a medium engine load (755W). However, it was 

also seen that variability between sessions existed for low engine loads (355W), this 

can be attributed to a number of reasons since small fluctuations in parameters at 

low engine loads can cause drastic changes in the engines behaviour. Therefore, this 

thesis will focus on presenting the results at an engine load equivalent to 1180W atts 

or approximately 60% of maximum engine load. Equivalently, since at higher engine 

loads the distributions are considerably closer to a  normal shape, the results can be 

approximated by a mean curve. In addition, due to the histogram shape having an 

important role on the results, the histograms will therefore be included outlining the 

following criteria: crank angle corresponding to 50% MFB, rate of MFB change at 

MFB=0.5, and the crank angle corresponding to the EOC location. An example is 

shown in Figure 6.8.

C rank Angte corresponding to  50%  MFB location
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Figure  6.7: Histograms of crank angle corresponding to MFB=0.5 for three different 
SPDI trials with the same spark profile and different engine loads, 355W, 745W, 
and 1180W.
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Example MFB versus Crank Angle
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Figure 6.8: Sample plot of MFB versus Crank Angle for a trial at 755W engine load. 
The parameters used in the production of the histograms include MFB=0.5 
location, MFB rate at MFB=0.5 location, and MFB EOC corresponding to 
MFB=0.9.



Chapter 7

R esults and D iscussion  o f Internal 

C om bustion Engine Pressure  

M easurem ents

The experiment measuring the pressure rise rates inside a combustion chamber of the 

single cylinder engine made use of two ignition systems, one inductive discharge unit 

and a SPDI (Spatial Plasma Discharge) unit. This chapter of the thesis will outline 

the conclusions of the experiments comparing the resulting cylinder pressure due to 

changes in the SPDI ignition device plasma parameters, as described in section 2.3 

and then comparing the effects of exchanging the SPDI device for the inductive 

discharge unit. Furthermore, an MFB analysis is performed on the pressure traces 

and conclusions regarding combustion characteristics are made. This experiment was 

developed in an effort to validate or invalidate the industrial partners claim that a 

4% to 9% increase in engine performance is possible through use of the SPDI ignition 

device compared to a conventional inductive discharge (ID) device. As was decided 

in Section 6.4, for engine loads below 60% of maximum, the engine instability and

90
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resulting cyclic variability precluded statistically significant results. Therefore, the 

analyses shown here will only use the 60% engine load trials. We will conclude that 

the effect of changing the SPDI parameters at an engine load of 60%, will not change 

the resulting pressure traces beyond the uncertainty of the experiment. The results 

will also show that the ID unit does create statistically significant higher cylinder 

pressures compared to the pressure resulting from ignition of the SPDI device.

7.1 Varying SPD I Param eters

The structure of the experiments was based on changing two parameters of the SPDI 

ignition device; spark duration (SL) and spark pulse power (SP and IP )1. For these 

experiments the SP and IP values were kept equivalent to each other. These results 

axe compared and conclusions are drawn based on the pressure traces. All collected 

datasets include a minimum of 1000 combustion events, these were repeated on 

separate occasions to ensure repeatability. For all figures outlined in this section of 

the thesis, the resulting pressure versus volume plots are available in Appendix D.

7.1.1 Changes in P lasm a D uration

Exposing the combustion chamber to the plasma for multiple durations was the first

experiment. This meant starting with SL =  40 degrees then reducing this to 0

degrees, and determining if it had any effect on the combustion pressure traces. An

example of the measured voltage and current traces for each SL setting (0, 20, 40)

1 Please refer to Section 2.3 and Table 2.1, for the physical meanings of the abbreviations: BC, 
SL, IL, IP, and SP.
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is illustrated in Figure 7.1, where in effect the entire spark durations axe (starting at 

20DBTDC) approximately 10 degrees, 30 degrees and 50 degrees.
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Figure  7.1: A plot of a typical spark voltage and current acquisition for three 
different SL settings [0, 20, 40] starting at 20DBTDC. The current readings 
are inverse in polarity to coincide with the measurement method.

The first SPDI settings evaluated included; BC=50, SL =  IL =  [0, 20, 40], SP 

=  IP =  22. This resulted in Figure 7.2. In this figure and many that follow, there 

will be three lines plotted for each dataset. The solid line corresponds to the mean 

of the data, the “upper limit” corresponds to the mean plus one standard deviation, 

and the “lower limit” corresponds to the mean subtract one standard deviation.
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Cylinder Pressure Versus Crank Angie tot Changing SL and IL a lS P = tP = 2 2 .B C  = 50 and Engine Load o! 60%
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Figure 7.2: Cylinder pressure versus crank angle for three spark durations at SPDI 
settings of: BC=50, SL =  IL =  [0, 20, 40], SP = IP =  22, and engine load of 
60%. (see Table 2.1 on page 23 for a  description of the SPDI settings)

The second set of SPDI parameters investigated included: BC=50, SL =  IL =

[0, 20, 40], SP =  IP =  33, this resulted in Figure 7.3.
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Cylinder Pressure Versus Crank Angle for Changing SL and 0. tor SP=1P=33, BC=50 and Engine Load 60%
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Figure 7.3: Cylinder pressure versus crank angle for three spark durations at SPDI 
settings of: BC=50, SL =  IL =  [0, 20, 40], SP = IP =  33, and engine load of 
60%. (see Table 2.1 on page 23 for a description of the SPDI settings)

The final set of SPDI parameters investigated included: BC=50, SL =  IL =  [0,

20, 40], SP =  IP =  44, this resulted in Figure 7.4.
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Cylinder Pressure Versus Crank Angle tor Changing SL end IL ai SP  = IP = 44, BC = 50 and Engine Load ot 60%
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Figure 7.4: Cylinder pressure versus crank angle for three spark durations at SPDI 
settings of: BC=50, SL =  IL =  [0, 20, 40], SP =  IP =  44, and engine load of 
60%. (see Table 2.1 on page 23 for a description of the SPDI settings)

According to the figures (7.2, 7.3 and 7.4), the pressure traces resulting from each 

spark duration at the SP and IP settings of 22, 33 and 44, show no differences beyond 

the experimental uncertainty (which is found to be 14.4% on average in Section 7.3).

In conclusion, for an ignition timing of 20 DBTDC any exposure from the SPDI 

spark to the combustion chamber for more than 15 degrees (i.e. 20DBTDC to 

5DATDC) makes no statistical difference to the pressure traces beyond the experi

mental uncertainty. These results agree with those that were presented in the simu

lations from H.Do [21], where the effects of low-temperature plasma exposure to the 

flame propagation loses the dominance in production of radicals to assist in flame 

acceleration. It was noticed by H.Do that beyond the third or fourth pulse, the 

effects of the plasma diminish compared to the radical formation from the oxidation 

processes. Since the ignition system used here does not allow removal of the first
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4-5 pulses, the conclusions drawn are that exposure beyond the first 4-5 pulses have 

no effect on the combustion process outside the experimental uncertainty of 14.4% 

(average).

7.1.2 Changes in P lasm a Power

This section will explore the effects of varying the SP and IP parameters on the 

measured cylinder pressure traces. By keeping the duration of the spark constant 

(i.e. SP=IP =  0) at 10 degrees and only changing SP and IP parameters from 22, 

to 33 and 44, the results of these experiments are presented in Figures 7.5.

Cylinder Pressure V ersus Crank Angle lor Changing SP  and IP ai SL =  IL = 0, BC = 50 and Engine Load ot 60%
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F igure  7.5: Cylinder pressure versus crank angle for three spark durations at SPDI 
settings of: BC=50, SL =  IL =  0, SP =  IP =  [22, 33, 44], and engine load of 
60%. (see Table 2.1 on page 23 for a  description of the SPDI settings)

This test was also conducted for SPDI parameters of: BC=50, SL =  IL =  20, SP 

=  IP =  [22, 33, 44], this resulted in Figure 7.6.
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Cylinder Pressure Versus Crank Angle for Changing SP  and IP h1SL =U -=2Q ,B C  = 50 and Engine Load ot 60%
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Figure 7.6: Cylinder pressure versus crank angle for three spark durations at SPDI 
settings of: BC=50, SL =  IL =  20, SP =  IP =  [22, 33, 44], and engine load of 
60%. (see Table 2.1 on page 23 for a description of the SPDI settings)

Finally, the test was conducted for SPDI parameters of: BC=50, SL =  IL =  40,

SP — IP =  [22, 33, 44], this resulted in Figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.7: Cylinder pressure versus crank angle for three spark durations at SPDI 
settings of: BC=50, SL = IL =  40, SP =  IP =  [22, 33, 44], and engine load of 
60%. (see Table 2.1 on page 23 for a  description of the SPDI settings)

According to the results presented in Figure 7.5, the maximum mean pressure 

for SP=IP=44 is 16PSI below that of the other two trials presented in this figure. 

However the results rest as being statistically indifferent since they are not beyond 

the experimental uncertainty.

In conclusion, the results presented in this section of the thesis suggest that 

changing the SPDI parameters has less of an effect on the combustion process than 

what can be recorded by the experiment, this can be attributed to three possible 

reasons.

First, the experimental uncertainty is too large and the potential difference that 

the spark is creating on the combustion process is too small to be recorded by this 

apparatus.
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Second, it is possible that the plasma device does not create the postulated rad

ical species to accelerate the combustion process as seen in literature. While it is 

hypothesized by the industrial partner and our research group, that the current pulse 

width of the unit (which is in the /uSec range) is able to create the expected elec

tronically excited species, the results presented here only suggest that if there exists 

electronically excited species, their effects on the combustion process are less than 

the experimental uncertainty (14.4% on average). This however is only speculation 

based on the combustion traces, research into determining the plasma characteristics 

is reserved for another project.

The third possible reason for not seeing changes in the pressure traces could be 

due to the use of an arc discharge before application of the plasma. While other 

researchers ([21]) have shown a depreciating effect of the plasma on the combustion 

process after the first few pulse, further delaying the plasma through the use of 

an arc discharge could inhibit the postulated radical formations into the already 

expanding flame kernel. This conclusion would result in a  lesser effect from plasma 

application to the combustion process since excited species would not be able to 

reach the unburnt fuel and air mixture. Most researchers (e.g [10], [11] and [12]) 

in the area of plasma assisted combustion do not use an arc discharge coupled to 

their plasma devices, but instead initiate combustion solely from the plasma. In 

contrast to the SPDI device, this would allow for the creation of radical species prior 

to ignition in the environment of unburnt fuel and air mixture.
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7.2 Spatial P lasm a Discharge Ignition Versus 

Conventional Inductive Discharge Ign ition

Previous results have shown that changing SPDI parameters has no statistically 

significant effect on the pressure traces in the combustion chamber. Therefore the 

comparison of SPDI versus ID is made simpler by only using two SPDI parameter 

settings; SPDI Profile 1 and SPDI Profile 2.

SPDI Profile 1: BC=100, SL =  IL =  0, SP =  IP =  22,

SPDI Profile 2: BC=50, SL =  IL =  0, SP =  IP =  22,

This portion of the thesis will therefore compare the resulting pressure traces of 

these SPDI profiles to that of the conventional ID device. Upon conducting these 

tests, the resulting initial currents (at ignition system trigger) were measured for the 

SPDI profiles and the ID spark.

Table 7.1: Measured spark currents for two SPDI system settings and the conven
tional ID system

Spark  T ype R esu ltin g  In itia l C u rren t

SPDI Profile 1 

SPDI Profile 2 

ID

15mA (measured) BC =  100 

25mA (measured) BC = 50 

50mA (measured)
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Figure 7.8 depicts the results of these experiments at an engine load of 1180 Watts.

Pressure Versus Crank Angle for two SPDI settings and the inductive discharge unit
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Figure  7.8: Cylinder pressure versus crank angle for three trials at an engine load 
of 60%. (see Table 2.1 on page 23 for a description of the SPDI settings)

It is clear in these results that an increase in measured initial current changes the 

pressure traces found in the combustion chamber. The maximum pressure achieved 

by each trial is outlined in Table 7.2

Table 7.2: Maximum cylinder pressures achieved by ignition from two SPDI spark 
profiles and the conventional ID system

Spark  T ype M ax .P ress u re  [P S I] <r[PSI]

SPDI Profile 1 136.4 18.3

SPDI Profile 2 172.3 25

ID 195 30.4
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Since the results are beyond the experimental uncertainty, the MFB analysis 

outlined in Section 3.3 can be used. Figure 7.9, depicts the resulting MFB curves 

for the trials depicted in Figure 7.8.

MFB Versus Crank Angle for ID and SPDI at Multiple Breakdown Currents and Engine Load 1180 Watts
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Figure  7.9: A plot of a typical spark voltage and current acquisition with the 
parameters identified.

However, as per the discussion in section 6.4 there may exist underlying non- 

Gaussian distribution shapes and thus a mean curve may not best describe the data. 

Therefore a histogram of the crank angle locations at MFB=0.5 (Figure 7.10), the 

rate of MFB change at MFB=0.5 (Figure 7.11), and the crank angle corresponding 

to the EOC location (Figure 7.12) are included to depict the true differences between 

each MFB curve.
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Figure 7.10: A histogram of crank angle values corresponding to MFB=0.
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Figure 7.11: A histogram of resulting MFB slope MFB
Deg at MFB=0.5.
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Figure  7.12: A histogram of crank angles corresponding to EOC locations.

Firstly, the histogram distribution shapes depicted in Figures 7.10 to 7.12, show 

that no underlying bimodal or skewed distributions exist and therefore the method 

of taking a mean value to approximate the dataset is validated. The results however 

show that large cyclic variability is present when using the SPDI profile 1 with 

measured breakdown current of 15mA, this is speculated to  be due to inadequate 

ignition of the fuel and air mixture thus resulting in lower maximum pressures. As 

well, the MFB histograms (Figures 7.10 to 7.12) depict that the standard deviations 

overlap for all three shape characteristics of the MFB curves and thus render the 

MFB results inconclusive. These MFB results however do not affect the maximum 

pressure conclusions discussed earlier.
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7.3 Two Tail T-Test

In experimental investigations it is recommended that statistical analyses be con

ducted on the results to ensure the quality of the conclusions. This section will 

outline the two tailed t-test analysis method used in this investigation as well as the 

applicable conclusions that are drawn from it.

7.3.1 M ethods

The two tailed t-test is designed to calculate the probability that two population 

means are equivalent. It is based upon using,

t = (^i ~  frO -  dp

where
2 =  S ifo i ~  1) +  slin 2 ~  1)

Sp ni +  n 2 -  2

xi  and x2 are the sample means, n x and n 2 are the sample population sizes and do is 

the difference between the population means (i.e. d0 =  Ah — Â )- The assumptions 

used in this test require that the populations be of the normal distribution form and 

that the population variances be equivalent.

Prom here the two tailed hypothesis is not rejected when

ta/2,ni+n2—2 <  ̂ < ta/2,ni+n2—2i (33)

where a = 0.05. It should be noted that the parameter, d0 in Equation 31, plays 

a dominant role in the result of t and if equal to zero, represents two statistical
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distributions that are the same (do =  0 =  fix — ^ 2 )- Therefore, as dQ increases, the 

result is an acceptance of a larger difference between the two population means which 

are still said to be equivalent.

7.3.2 C hoosing do

Based upon the pressure trace results discussed in Section 7.land 7.2, it can be seen 

that the pressure trace standard deviations follow the same trend, increasing between 

TDC and 35DATDC then decreasing between 35DATDC to 60DATDC. Plotting the 

standard deviations for all trials investigated versus their crank angle and taking the 

mean (Figure 7.13), the result is that at a crank angle of 33.2DATDC the maximum 

average standard deviation occurs, 24.8 PSI.

Mean of Standard Deviations ve rsu s Crank Angle
25

Max = 24.8PSI

20

a  10

CA = 33.2 Deg

80 100 120-20 20 40 60-40 0
Crank Angle [Deg]

F igure  7.13: Plot of average standard deviation from their respective cylinder 
pressure means versus crank angle.
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Using this same concept however plotting the result as a function of percentage 

cylinder pressure, the result is that the average maximum standard deviation is 

14.4% (Figure 7.14). Therefore it seems sensible to say that the maximum difference 

between two population means should be no more than 24.8PSI if they’re going 

to be identified as statistically equivalent in this investigation. From this analysis, 

the resulting do for the experiment will be d0 = 24.8 PSI as any less would not be 

identifiable by the experiment apparatus.

Mean of Standard Deviations a s  Percen tage  of Trial Pressure

Max = 14.4%

co
03'><D
D
■B
to■Oc
CD
55
s?

CA = 33.2 Deg

1000 20 40 60 80-20
Crank Angle [Deg]

Figure  7.14: Plot of average percent standard deviation from their respective cylin
der pressure means versus crank angle.

7.3.3 T -T est R esults

For every angular location between 20DBTDC and 60DATDC, there is a d0 value 

which results in the t-test hypothesis being accepted, however large or small. There

fore when a t-test is conducted on each of the trials at all crank angle locations,



the minimum d0 is calculated to discern the point a t which the hypothesis results in 

being accepted. This can be seen by a do versus crank angle plot (Figure 7.15) for 

each trial, where every curve corresponds to a comparison between two pressure trace 

results from the Figures in Sections 7.1and 7.2. In Figure 7.15, for the curves below 

the threshold of 24.8 PSI, the result is that for those trials the comparisons resulted 

in the hypothesis being accepted and thus the means are said to be equivalent to 

within the accuracy of the experiment. For the trials who’s minimum d0 are larger 

than 24.8 PSI, the result is that for those crank angles the mean of the distributions 

are statistically different. The final conclusions that can be drawn from this analysis 

are that the ID trials seen in Figure 7.8 are statistically different than the SPDI trials 

of Figure 7.8 (tabulated in Table 7.3) and that the remainder of the experiments are 

shown to be statistically the same to within the experimental uncertainty (14.4%).
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Table 7.3: Results of T-test statistic comparing ID to both SPDI Profile 1 and 
SPDI Profile 2 trials. For each interval of rejection, the curves are said to be 
statistically NOT EQUIVALENT

T rial C om pared
T ria l

C ran k  Angle 
of H ypothesis 

R ejection

ID

ID

SPDI Profile 1 

SPDI Profile 2

13.9 DATDC to 
44 DATDC

14.4 DATDC to 
39.6 DATDC

Minimum d  Q for T-Test Hypothesis to be NOT REJECTED in Each Comparison

ID v s SPDI Profile 1

\  ID v s SPDI Profile 2

d .  = 24.8PSI35
Statistically NOT 

EQUIVALENT

Statistically
EQUIVALENT

20

40 80 120-60 -20 0 20 60 100-40
Crank Angle |DegJ

Figure  7.15: Minimum d0 for comparisons between each trial such that the hypoth
esis is not rejected. If this d0 is below the 24.8 PSI threshold, the comparison 
results in statistically equivalent curves. If the d0 is above the 24.8 PSI thresh
old, the comparison results in statistically NOT equivalent curves
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7.4 The SPD I Spark Profile

The pressure traces in this chapter are a result of ignition from the SPDI device at 

various user interface settings. The voltage and current curves gathered during these 

experiments have shown that there exists two locations where breakdown occurs 

between the electrodes. The first location is upon the start of the “Dwell Duration” 

identified in Figure 2.6 where the measured breakdown currents of 15mA and 25mA 

were gathered for the SPDI trials of Section 7.2. The second is upon the start of 

the “Ignition Duration” in Figure 2.6. It is noteworthy th a t the BC setting in the 

SPDI user interface changes the breakdown current measured at the beginning of 

the “Ignition Duration” portion of the spark. Furthermore, the result of measuring 

the input energy for the first pulse in the “Dwell Duration” component of the spark 

profile, is a maximum of 2mJ in energy. This however is compared to the result at 

the beginning of “Ignition Duration” , which is 9mJ of energy. Since flame kernel 

formation is highly dependent on this energy quantity, this can therefore result in 

a delayed ignition of the fuel-air mixture by a value of 500/usec (from Figure 2.6). 

Further investigation into the flame kernel formation characteristics resulting from 

the SPDI device ignition through use of an optically accessible combustion chamber 

will be a subject of future research.

7.5 Engine Experim ent C onclusions

In conclusion, the SPDI device can be statistically proven to create lower cylinder 

pressures (using SPDI Profile 1) at the same load as a conventional ID system. Al

though the burn characteristics according to the MFB analysis show tha t for the
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SPDI ignition and conventional ID ignition there exists no statistically significant 

results beyond the experimental uncertainty of 14.4%. However, the histograms pre

sented here suggest that there could exist an underlying trend in which the inductive 

discharge unit creates lower ignition delay times (seen by the lower crank angle mean 

of the distributions in Figure 7.10) when compared to the SPDI device. The hypoth

esis that the pulses during flame kernel formation affect the rate of combustion after 

ignition by altering the initial chemical reaction pathways, according to Figure 7.11, 

shows that no statistical significance exists, nor does any underlying trend appear. 

However, as discussed in Section 7.4 these results can be a consequence of the SPDI 

spark profile used during this investigation.



Chapter 8

C onclusion

8.1 Summary

The work presented here involved two major experiments to prove firstly, that the 

ignition system (SPDI) used in this research formed a plasma between the electrodes 

of a spark plug, and secondly, that the addition of plasma to an arc discharge could 

affect the combustion process inside a combustion chamber of a single cylinder engine. 

It has been postulated by the industrial partner tha t the use of the SPDI device can 

enhance engine performance by 4% to 9% when compared to a conventional inductive 

discharge unit.

8.1.1 Im aging th e Ignition System s

This research made use of a high speed nanosense camera that captured images of 

the spark progression between the electrodes. Two experiments were conducted, one 

at ambient pressure and one in pressurized conditions between OPSI and 150PSI. The 

results for the ambient condition experiment show that the SPDI device is capable of
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creating and sustaining a luminous plasma conduit between the electrodes of a  spark 

plug. In the investigation at higher pressures it was concluded that the SPDI device 

could sustain the luminous plasma conduit as well as a non-luminous discharge state. 

These two discharge states, luminous and non-luminous are speculated to be a glow 

discharge (below 110PSI) and a streamer discharge (above 110PSI), respectively. It 

was also concluded that the type of plasma emitted during the use of the SPDI 

device to ignite a fuel and air mixture was not constant throughout the spark, and 

that the resulting voltage and current traces were highly dependent on localized 

pressure waves between the electrodes in the combustion chamber.

8.1.2 Single Cylinder Engine Pressure Trace A nalysis

The work presented here made use of a single cylinder engine in which two ignition 

systems (SPDI unit and a conventional ID unit) were mounted and used to ignite the 

air and fuel mixture inside the combustion chamber. This experiment involved the 

development of a hardware ignition timing program that would provide constant and 

accurate timing for the engine, as well it had the purpose of monitoring the engines 

performance parameters and logging the datasets.

The first experiment used only the SPDI ignition system. The engine cylinder 

pressure was monitored when variations of the SPDI device parameters were changed 

including spark duration and spark power. The standard deviation of the experimen

tal data is 14.4% which is greater than the 4% to 9% impact of changing the SPDI 

spark attributes postulated by the industrial partner. The impact on the combus

tion process by changing the SPDI attributes can therefore not be determined with 

the data collected in this experiment. Thus the hypothesis made by the industrial
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partner cannot be confirmed or disproved due to data uncertainty.

The second experiment compared the resulting cylinder pressure traces of the 

SPDI ignition system and the conventional ID system. The results showed that the 

SPDI system was able to create statistically significant lower cylinder pressures while 

maintaining the engine load requirement. This however was found to be at a cost 

of cyclic variability and thus engine instability. When analyzing the data  through 

mass fraction burn (MFB) techniques it was concluded tha t the differences between 

the combustion characteristics were not statistically significant beyond the 14.4% 

experimental uncertainty of the apparatus.

8.1.3 Future Work 

Im aging th e Ignition  System s

While it was an advancement to determine that the ignition system used here was 

able to create a plasma conduit, it is recommended that future students classify the 

two types of plasma that are produced by the ignition system. It is postulated by the 

manufacturer that it is able to create radical species through electronic excitation of 

the molecules, however an investigation into the validity of this is recommended.

Engine C ylinder Pressure A nalysis

The mass fraction burn (MFB) analysis outlined in this thesis is relatively rudimen

tary and development for better approximation of the polytropic index during the 

expansion stroke of the engine is suggested to be investigated. As well, a comparative 

method of determining end-of-combustion locations is also recommended to ensure
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more accurate results of the MFB analysis.

For future work into monitoring the engine parameters, it is recommended tha t 

the students make use of a multi-cylinder engine to reduce the cyclic variability of 

the engine. As well it is suggested that a water-brake system be employed to allow 

better control of the load on the engine. The software developed in this paper will 

be made available through my supervisor (Dr. Ronald Miller) to students who are 

interested in using the engine timing and engine analysis programs I have developed.
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A .l  Optrand A utoPSI-S fibre O ptic Pressure Sen

sor

Table A .l:  Calibration specifications and details pertaining to the Optrand
AutoPSI-S fibre optic pressure transducer.

Parameter Specification

Model No.
S/N

Pressure Range 

Install Torque 

Input Voltage 

Output Voltage 

Sensitivity

D22294-Q

7728B

0-3000PSI

15-17in-lbs

9-18 V

0.5-4.5VDC

3.89mV/PSI at 200°C
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A .2 M KII N anosense H igh Speed Camera

10260frames per second at 512 x 512 pixels
Specifications for standard  version
Camera housing 
dimensions (LxWxH)

165x95x95 mm 
Hxcl. cable connecters

Weight ~ 1900 gr
Lens mount C- mount
Sensor type CMOS
Active pixels 512 x 512 pixels
Camera bit resolution 10-bit (typical 8-bit readout
Pixel size and pitch 16 x 16 um
Pixel fill 62%
Quantum efficiency 
Dynamic range

41% @ 532 nm 
S9dB

Sync. In /  out CMOS via BNC (33V)
Inter frame time (PIV) 100 ns
integration time 
(exposure)

1000 n s -1 0 0  ms

Resolution and Frame rate Resolution Frame rate 
IHzj

512x512 5130
512x256 10100
512x128 20100
512x64 38500
512x16 132000

Camera interface USB2
Fast storage RAM 
addressable for multiple 
acquisitions

8191 full resolution images 
O r
16382 full resolution images

Plus mode enhanced specifications
Resolution and Frame rate Resolution Frame rate 

IHzj
512x512
512x256

10260
20200

512x128 40200
512x64 77000
512x16 264000

Camera interface USB2
and
G Ethernet for fast image transfer

Fast storage RAM 
addressable for multiple 
acquisitions

16000 full resolution images 
Or
32000 full resolution images

Figure A .l:  Sample Specifications for the Dantec Nanosense MKII High Speed 
CCD camera.
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Spark Designer vlCL

Data Version I 1 0 .3 1 1145 

(• Pull Up

Spark Profiles (SP) Raw Data

10031145
#  Ignition inputs pullup: 8, pulldown: 0  
8
# Coil precharge current, Amp*4.655 
116
#  Ignition time, deg*1.42 
11
#  Spark duration, deg*1.42 
36

Ignition Inputs
( Pull Down

Spark Parameters

Breakdown Current, mA | 92 

Ign Duration, degree | 8

Ign Pwr, W [~22

Spark Duration, degree 

Spark Pwr, W

#mask 
0

Program

Figure A .2: The user interface for the ignition system and its adjustable param
eters; Breakdown Current [mA], Ignition Duration [Deg], Ignition Power [W], 
Spark Duration [Deg], Spark Power [W]
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B .l  D ata A cquisition C ircuits
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Figure  B .l:  Diagram of the circuits and ports/lines used for the engine setup and 
the National instruments data acquisition board array.
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B.2 Coil Circuits

J

Figure B.2: Schematic of coil arrangements for both SPDI and Bosch Units.

B.3 Power Supply Circuits

.lOOrtF
Z lOuF -5V

JlOuF

O U T  l'4

F igure  B.3: Schematic of power supply unit made to regulate 12V down to 5V and 
10V.
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B .4 Physical Coils U sed in Acquiring V oltage and  

Current

Figure  B.4: Image of physical coil used in the experiments
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C .l M ATLAB Flow Chart
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Figure C .l:  Flow chart of data analysis and addition to the database.
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C.2 M ATLAB D atabase G U I Front Panel

C.3

Figure C.2: An image of the front panel used in the MATLAB database evaluation 
program.

Pressure Filter and R esiduals

Filename of Iasi dotted date: Static Text
Next Dataset Settinqe: Last Plotted Data:

Work: Static Text I Plot | | Hist J  Ignition System: rSPO l hr i
Maximum Pressure: 56.035 [ Plot i  r ~ J  Timing: 20.6366 Tol: 1000 Static

Maximum Slope: 0.16004 r Plot 1  |— * s - J  Breakdown Current 100 . Static

Averaoe RPM: 1646.7855 f~~ Plot □ ignition Duration: 20 Static
Averaoe Timtna 20.6368 r ~pioT Ignition Power: Static

Averaoe Load 19 L Plol □ Spark Duration: 20 Static

Averaoe EOT 313.3131 j“ Plot □ Spark Power 33 Static

Averaoe Intake Temo 25.6667 f~ Line Color r Green

[ Pressure Versus Crankangld f  Mean + Standard Deviation
r June-4-2012 • H 1 Plot Timing? | 1 Plot Error |
f" parsed

Update Current Dataset
Number of Fstsa finteaeri



C.4 Pressure Filter and R esiduals
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3  -to

Figure  C.3: A plot of the residuals from subtracting the filtered data from the 
non-filtered data.
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C.5 Statistical A nalyses - Supporting Figures

Ncmtal ProbabiKy Plot(CA = 180 Deg)

S  0.75 
m 050 
o  0.25
> •  f. .« r,LL

22 24 2616 18 20

Bin
Count

Pressure [PSIj 
Histogram of Pressure at CA = 180 Deg

18 20
Pressure [PSIj

Figure  C.4: Histograms and normal probability plot for a single trials cylinder 
pressures corresponding to 180 degrees crank angle location.
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• Mode
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Figure C.5: A plot of the mean, median and mode for a sample pressure trace 
acquisition inside the combustion chamber of a single cylinder engine.
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D .l  Pressure Traces for Variable Spark D uration

Cyttnder Pressure Versus Volume lor Changing SC and U .a iS P = iP  = 22,B C  = 50 and Engine Load ol 60%

&. 100}- 
©|
§ a,
S ■o
t  50}-

 SL=IL=0
SL=IU=0 Upper LI mil 

—-"SL=tL=0 Lower Umil
 SL=tL=20

SL=IL=20 Upper Umil 
—-  *SL=!L=20 Lower Umil 
— »SL=IL=40 
— SU !L=40 Upper Umil 
—- ”SL=IL=40 Lower UmH

Volume |cc)

Figure D .l:  Cylinder pressure versus volume for three spark durations at SPDI 
settings of: BC=50, SL =  IL =  [0, 20, 40], SP =  IP =  22, and engine load of 
60%. (see Table 2.1 on page 23 for a description of the SPDI settings)
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Cylinder Pressure Versus Volume lor Changing SL and U. ol SP  = iP =  33, BC = 50 and Engine Load of 60%

 S U IU 0
 SL= ILsO Upper Limfl
—— SL=lL=0 Lower Umil
 S U IU 2 0
— -SU=iL^20 Upper Umil
 SL=IL=20 Lower LlmB
 SL=IU40
*-,,-*SU=IL=40 Upper Umil 
 Sb=?L=40 Lower UmH

Volume [cc]

Figure  D.2: Cylinder pressure versus volume for three spark durations at SPDI 
settings of: BC=50, SL =  IL =  [0, 20, 40], SP =  IP =  33, and engine load of 
60%. (see Table 2.1 on page 23 for a description of the SPDI settings)

Cylinder pressure Versus Volume for Changing SL and IL at SP  *  IP = 44, BC =  50 and Engine Load ot 60%

— SL=IL=0 
“ --SL=U-=rO Upper Umil
 SL=IL=0 Lower UmH
—  SL=IU20 
- - - S U I U 2 0  Upper UmH
 SU IL=20 Lower UmH
 SU=IU40
 SL= IL=40 Upper UmH
“ •“ ••SL=IL=40 Lower UmH

Volume (cc)

Figure  D.3: Cylinder pressure versus volume for three spark durations at SPDI 
settings of: BC=50, SL = IL =  [0, 20, 40], SP =  IP =  44, and engine load of 
60%. (see Table 2.1 on page 23 for a description of the SPDI settings)
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D .2 Pressure Traces for Variable Spark P lasm a

Power

Cylinder Pressure Versus Volume tor Changing S P  and IP at SL = IL =  0, BC = 50 and Engine Load of 0(7%

2  100 -

 SP=IP=22
 SP=IP=22 Upper UmH

SP=!P=22 Lower UmH 
—  SP=IP=C3
 SP=iP=33 Upper UmH

SP=!P=33 Lower Umil 
SP=IP=44 

— SP=IP=44 Upper UmH 
— SP=IP=44 Lower UmH

Volume [cc]

Figure  D.4: Cylinder pressure versus crank angle for three spark durations a t SPDI 
settings of: BC=50, SL =  IL =  0, SP =  IP =  [22, 33, 44], and engine load of 
60%. (see Table 2.1 on page 23 for a description of the SPDI settings)
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100 -
2

Cylinder Pressure Versus Volume lor Changing SP  and IP at SL = IL = 20. BC = 50 and Engine Load ol 60%

/ A — -SP=1P=22 
- - -S P = iP = 2 2  Upper UmH 
—— SP=ff>=22 Lower UmH 
— SP=IP=33
 SP=IP=33 Upper UmH
 SP=IP=33 Lower UmH
— SP=IP=44
 SP=IP=44 Upper UmH

SP=IP=44 Lower Llmil

Figure D.5: Cylinder pressure versus crank angle for three spark durations at SPDI 
settings of: BC=50, SL =  IL =  20, SP =  IP =  [22, 33, 44], and engine load of 
60%. (see Table 2.1 on page 23 for a description of the SPDI settings)

Cylinder Pressure Versus Volume lor Changing SP  and IP al SL = IL = 40, BC = SO and Engine Load oi 60%

fc. 100 -

 SP=IP=22
 SP=IP=22 Upper UmH
 SP=IP=22 Lower UmH
 SP=IP=33
-- -S P = IP = 3 3  Upper UmH 
~ - “SP=IP=33 Lower Umil
 SP-IP=44
 SP=IP=44 Upper UmH
- • “  SP=1P=44 Lower Umil

Volume (cc]

Figure  D.6: Cylinder pressure versus crank angle for three spark durations at SPDI 
settings of: BC=50, SL = IL =  40, SP =  IP =  [22, 33, 44], and engine load of 
60%. (see Table 2.1 on page 23 for a description of the SPDI settings)
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D .3 Pressure Traces for Variable Breakdown Cur

rent

250r

200 -

150-

1 0 0 -

Pressure V ersus Volume for two SPDI settings and the inductive discharge unit

—

— ID
k\ — ID U pper Limit

— ID Lower Limit
— SPDI Profile 2
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Figure  D.7: Cylinder pressure versus crank angle for three trials, two SPDI and 
one ID at an engine load of 60%. (see Table 2.1 on page 23 for a description 
of the SPDI settings)
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